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Summary
Context information has played increasingly a very important role in visual learning
tasks. In computer vision research community, various information sources could
be referred to as context, which include (but not limited to) semantic context,
spatial context, shape context, category context and web context, etc, and they
have been successfully applied on visual learning tasks such as face recognition,
object and scene classication, activity analysis as well as image based human
age estimation. Each of these context types contributes signicantly in its own
application domain and we mainly focus the studies on image local spatial context
as well as web context for the purpose of enhancing visual learning performances
in this dissertation. The entire thesis is therefore arranged into two parts.
In the rst part, we investigate the spatial context, i.e., image local feature
spatial context. The conventional methods for image local spatial context model-
ing are mostly limited by considering only the 2nd-order spatial contexts between
image local feature neighbors. Given the fact that the 3rd-order as well as higher-
order spatial contexts can convey much richer information and more discriminative
capability, a theoretical way for modeling higher-order spatial contexts is therefore
demanded. To address this problem, we rst propose a contextualizing histogram
framework, which is capable of encoding the 3rd-order spatial and spatial-temporal
vii
contexts by convoluting a set of ternary structure local homogeneity distributions
with the histogram-bin index images/videos. Then, motivated by the recent success
of random forest in leaning discriminative visual codebook, we present a Spatialized
Random Forest (SRF) approach, which is further capable of encoding unlimited
high-order local spatial contexts. Extensive experimental results on various visual
learning tasks including face recognition, object and scene classication, activity
analysis well demonstrate the discriminating power achieved by encoding 3rd-order
and even high-order image local spatial contexts.
We then study the web context in the second part. Given the observation that
millions of images (videos) which contain human faces as well as weak age label
information are online available, we investigate the possibility of incorporating this
type of web context for building a universal and robust human age estimator, which
is applicable to all gender, age and ethnic groups as well as various image qualities.
Towards this end, an automatic image and video crawling, face detection, noise
removal and robust age estimator training pipeline is proposed. This automatically
derived human age estimator is extensively evaluated on three popular benchmark
human aging databases, and without taking any images from these benchmark
databases as training samples, comparable age estimation accuracies with the state-
of-the-art results are achieved, which demonstrates that web context could serve
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1.1 Visual Learning with Contexts
In recent years, researchers have started making progress in integrating content and
context for visual learning tasks. Integration of content and context is naturally
important because it is crucial in human recognition process: without context it is
dicult for human to recognize various objects, and we become easily confused if
the audio-visual signals we perceive are mismatched.
The concept of context is widely used in computer vision research community.
One general denition for the context [2] is the surroundings, circumstances, envi-
ronment, background, or settings which determine, specify, or clarify the meaning
of an event. In the domain of computer vision, contexts are typically referred to
as co-occurrent image/video features, objects, image/video instances and events,
as well as correlations between the image/video labels, meta data (e.g., GPS, user
tags, camera parameters etc.) with their visual contents.
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One traditional type of context for images and videos is textual context, which
includes surrounding text, anchor text, tags, hyper-links, and user comments,
mostly provided by users. They are more abstract, and contain abundant se-
mantic meanings but very noisy. The other contexts are visual contexts which lie
in the visual content of the image (video) itself, but provide higher level hidden
semantic information than content features. These visual contexts include spatial
context (i.e., the relationships or interactions that exist between various image lo-
cal features or objects), shape context (i.e., shape structures of certain objects)
and category context (i.e., local visual patterns from dierent image categories
have dierent occurrence frequencies while local visual patterns from the same
image category will have similar or consistent occurrence frequencies), etc. More
recently, researchers have proposed to leverage the rich online resources, e.g., online
sharing images, videos, to construct large-scale and realistic data repository for the
purpose of visual learning. Besides easy acquisition, these online resources have the
great advantages of containing weak labels (e.g., user annotations) and rich meta
data, which bring signicantly benets to the visual learning tasks. Exploring the
correlation between these weak label and meta data with the image/video content
features can yield improvements in learning performances. In this work, we hereby
refer to these web-based weak label, meta data and visual content correlation in-
formation as web context.
Among these contexts, this dissertation mainly investigates two types of them
in visual learning tasks, namely, image local spatial context and web context, which
are detailed as follows.
2
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1.2 Spatial Context Modeling in Visual Learning
In early stages, to represent an image or video, local features are treated individ-
ually. Ignoring the underlying relationship between local features, however, these
representations often suer from the inability of conveying high discriminative ca-
pability for visual learning tasks such as classication. Spatial context is thus
proposed to address this problem, e.g., [3{6].
These previous methods, however, only consider the case of pair-wise relation-
ships between image local feature pairs, i.e., 2nd-order spatial contexts. For visual
learning tasks, the 3rd-order as well as higher-order local spatial context can convey
much richer information and more discriminative capability. Unfortunately, there
still lacks a theoretical way for modeling higher-order spatial contexts. Therefore,
our focus in this dissertation is to investigate and provide solutions to high-order
image local spatial context modeling for boosting the visual discriminative power.
1.3 Web Context Mining for Age Estimation
One practical issue associated with the traditional visual learning task is that
the databases for training the models are often collected and de-noised manually.
Therefore, these databases are either of too small sample size or too ideal to be
away from the true distributions of the real-world data, which leads to impractical
learning results for real applications.
Recently, researchers are getting more aware that the explosive increasing on-
line sharing media (e.g., Flickr [7], Picasa [8], Youtube [9], Google Images [10],
3
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etc) could be an excellent resource for constructing large scale dataset, given its
numerous available data samples and the fact that these data distributions are
close to distributions of the real-world applications. Besides, these online images
and videos usually have weak labels (e.g., users' tagging) and meta data (e.g., geo-
information, user tags, camera parameters etc.). The correlations between these
information with the visual content can be utilized for boosting the visual learning
performances. We refer to these web based web-based weak label, meta data and
visual content correlation information as web context.
In this dissertation, we utilize the web context for solving the universal age
estimation problem. Due to the lack of sucient and universal training data, visual
based age estimation was previously limited to certain small size human groups.
Numerous images/videos and partial tag information from the Internet provide
with us a great opportunity to construct a large-scale and universal aging image
database. However, diculties lie at the aspect of large amount of image noises
and label noises. Therefore, our focus in this dissertation is to investigate how to
mine from this web based noisy database and learn a universal age estimator in a
robust way.
1.4 Thesis Focus and Main Contributions
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop methodologies for the two tasks:
1) encoding high-order image local spatial contexts for achieving discriminative
visual representation; 2) utilizing web context for training a robust universal age
estimator. Three major contributions are made in this dissertation.
4
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1) Contextualized Histogram: Firstly, we show that the stationary distribu-
tion derived from the normalized histogram-bin co-occurrence matrix char-
acterizes the row sums of the original histogram-bin co-occurrence matrix.
This underlying rationale of the histogram-bin co-occurrence features then
motivates us to propose the concept of general contextualizing histogram pro-
cess, which encodes the spatial and spatial-temporal contexts as local ho-
mogeneity distributions and produces the so called contextualized histograms
by convoluting these local homogeneity distributions with the histogram-
bin index images/videos. Finally, the third order contextualized histograms
are instantiated for encoding more complicated and informative spatial and
spatial-temporal contextual information into histograms. We evaluate these
proposed methods on face recognition and group activity classication prob-
lems, and the results demonstrate that the contextualized histograms signif-
icantly boost the visual classication performance.
2) Spatialized Random Forest: Motivated by the recent success of random
forest in leaning discriminative visual codebook, we present a Spatialized Ran-
dom Forest (SRF) approach, which can encode unlimited length of high-order
local spatial contexts. By spatially random neighbor selection and random
histogram-bin partition during the tree construction, the SRF can explore
much more complicated and informative local spatial patterns in a random-
ized manner. Owing to the discriminative capability test for the random
partition in each tree node's split process, a set of informative high-order lo-
cal spatial patterns are derived, and new images are then encoded by count-
ing the occurrences of such discriminative local spatial patterns. Extensive
comparison experiments on face recognition and object/scene classication
clearly demonstrate the superiority of the proposed spatial context modeling
5
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method over other state-of-the-art approaches for such purpose.
3) Web Context based Universal Age Estimator: We present an auto-
matic web context (e.g., image and video) mining system towards building a
universal and robust human age estimator based on facial information, appli-
cable to all gender, age and ethnic groups as well as various image qualities.
An automatic pipeline is developed to tackle the noisy database and a robust
multiple instance learning framework is proposed for training. This automat-
ically derived human age estimator is extensively evaluated on three popular
benchmark human aging databases, and without taking any images from
these benchmark databases as training samples, comparable age estimation
accuracies with the state-of-the-art results are achieved.
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis can be divided into two parts. In the rst part, we
investigate how to encode high-order image local spatial contexts for boosting visual
discriminating power. In the second part, we investigate how to utilize the web
context for training a robust and universal age estimator. The detailed organization
of this dissertation is as follows.
Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive review of the related works on spatial context
modeling, web context mining as well as the state-of-the-art of the visual based
age estimation problem.
Chapter 3 presents a Contextualized Histogram framework for 3rd-order im-
age/video local spatial (spatial-temporal) context modeling. Extensive evaluations
6
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of the framework based on face recognition and video based human activity analysis
are given.
Chapter 4 further introduces a Spatialized Random Forest framework for high-
order image local spatial context modeling. Extensive evaluations of the framework
based on face recognition and object/scene classication are given.
Chapter 5 introduces web context based universal age estimation framework.
Comparative evaluations on several benchmark face aging databases are given.
Chapter 6 presents our conclusions and indicates future research directions.
In this thesis, we use lower-case letters to represent scalar values, e.g., x, lower-





Modeling in Visual Learning
2.1 Spatial Context Modeling in Visual Learning
In visual learning tasks (e.g., image and video classication), a direct and common
way for visual (e.g., image and video) representation is to calculate the statistics of
certain features (e.g., intensity, color and image gradient) over an image, namely,
histogram [11]. Image histogram is widely used for visual representation due to
its simplicity and robustness to image variations. Histogram representations, e.g.,
color histogram [12], histogram of Local binary patterns [13], and Bag-of-Words
based on SIFT features [14], have been widely used in computer vision and multi-
media communities for visual recognition, content based image retrieval, and video
content analysis.
8
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However, original histogram representations generally do not consider the spa-
tial relationship between the nearby local features which may involve much discrim-
inative information. Layout histograms and multi-resolution histograms [15] are
the pioneering attempts to incorporate spatial contextual information for improv-
ing the discriminating capability of the histogram features. Instead of the indirect
use of spatial contextual information, coherence vector [4] and auto-correlogram [3]
were proposed to model the local spatial relations within an image for boosting the
discriminating power of the histogram-based visual representation, which is known
as image local spatial contexts.
In general, image local spatial context modeling is getting more and more im-
portant in computer vision community owing to its wide potential applications
on image classication [6], texture classication and retrieval [16{18], face recog-
nition [19] and activity analysis [20], etc. It has attracted an increasingly larger
group of researchers to work on this topic. Specically, the image local spatial
context encodes two aspects of information, namely, local geometric structure and
local appearance.
The state-of-the-art methods for image local spatial context modeling consider
the co-occurrence properties of image local features [5, 17, 21], i.e., co-occurrence
matrix. A co-occurrence matrix or co-occurrence distribution is a matrix or distri-
bution that is dened over an image to be the distribution of co-occurring values at
a given oset. For visual classication tasks, the co-occurrence matrix can measure
the texture of the image by considering the image local features, e.g., intensity or
grayscale values of the image [17] or various dimensions of color, as well as other
local image features such as edges [21]. The original co-occurrence matrices are typ-
ically large and sparse, therefore, various algorithmic extensions and development
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have been proposed to get a more compact and useful set of features. Recently, Li
et al. [6] introduced the spatial co-occurrence matrix based Markov chain model
to encode the intra-histogram-bin and inter-histogram-bin relationships into his-
tograms, where the initial and stationary distributions of the Markov chain model
are combined to form the so-called Markov stationary features (MSF). The MSF
approach achieves a more compact feature representation from the original image
local feature co-occurrences (i.e., pixel pairs) [5] for encoding local spatial contexts
in visual classication tasks [6, 22]. In [22], Zheng et al. developed a method for
selecting more discriminative feature pairs known as Visual Synset.
Another set of algorithms consider the image spatial context by incorporating
the spatial information into the image matching kernels. Grauman and Darrell
proposed a pyramid matching kernel (PMK) [23] which represents the image by a
set of histograms generated by recursively coarsening the bins/feature space parti-
tions. To incorporate part of the spatial information, Lazebnik et al. later proposed
a spatial pyramid matching kernel (SPMK) [24, 25], where the original feature is
augmented with a location descriptor and the pyramid is formed by coarsening the
location component. Yang et al. [26] developed a linear spatial pyramid matching
kernel based on the max pooling concept [27]. Ling et al. proposed a method called
proximity distribution kernel (PDK) [28] which adopts the concept of point pairs
augmented with a relative distance measurement. The pyramid is constructed by
gradually increasing the relative distance. Recently, Vedaldi and Soatto proposed
a relaxed matching kernel (RMK) [29] to generalize the above kernel based repre-
sentations, e.g., PMK, SPMK, PDK, and also developed a new kernel called graph
matching kernel (GMK).
Note that there exist other methods that utilize the object level spatial context,
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i.e., the position relationship between detected objects in the image, for boosting
the performances of object recognition [30], image annotation [31], scene under-
standing [32] and human activity recognition [33, 34]. Although these methods
have shown success in object level spatial context modeling, our work in this dis-
sertation only focuses on image local feature (i.e., low level features) based spatial
context modeling. In fact, spatial context modeling in object level and local feature
level are two parallel research directions and they can be combined to achieve more
accurate image representation and understanding.
Despite of the successes in improving discriminative power of the image rep-
resentation from these eorts, there still exist many essential issues and unsolved
problems in both theory and practice:
Issue 1: Previous methods are limited in modeling high-order local
spatial contexts. Most previous local spatial context modeling methods are only
capable of characterizing image local pairs based on the concept of co-occurrence [5].
In [6], the MSF cannot be used to model local spatial context with more than
two pixels (i.e., 3rd-order or even higher). Higher-order local spatial context can
convey much richer and more descriptive information, however, there still lacks a
theoretical way for modeling higher-order spatial context.
Issue 2: Previous methods are generally unsupervised and cannot be
used to guide the selection of discriminative local spatial contexts. The
purpose of high-order local spatial context modeling is to select a set of local geom-
etry and appearance congurations which can boost the discriminative capability
of the ultimate image representation. At a randomized setting, hundreds and thou-
sands of local spatial context congurations (e.g., image pixel pairs, square image
patches, Gaussian-like image patches, or even irregular segmented image regions)
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could serve as local spatial contexts. As can be observed, in traditional methods,
the local geometric conguration (i.e., pixel neighborhood pattern) is dened as
a prior, since the 2nd and the 3rd-order spatial contexts have only a few possible
congurations. For higher-order contexts, one trivial method to dene the context
structures is to exhaustively enumerate all possible congurations of local geome-
try structures and appearances, calculate the image representation (e.g., histogram)
based on them, and then select those congurations which give high discriminative
power. Unfortunately, when the order of the local geometric structure (i.e., how
many connected pixels are concerned for representing a local geometry congura-
tion) increases, the number of possible types of contexts grows exponentially. In
this sense, we require an ecient solution to prune those non-discriminative local
spatial contexts.
2.2 Web Context Mining for Age Estimation
2.2.1 Web Context Mining
An inevitable issue that the visual learning tasks encounter is the lack of training
data. State-of-the-art learning methods are typically trained on manually collected,
de-noised and labeled database. On the one hand, manually acquisition of the
database is time consuming and of high cost, and therefore constructing a large-
scale manually labeled database is intractable. On the other hand, the de-noised
small size databases are always ideal for specic learning algorithms and it has a
large bias in terms of the distribution compared with realistic data, which prohibits
those algorithms from real applications.
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Recently, an increasing number of researchers in computer vision community
have been aware that the Internet is a good resource for various visual learning
tasks. The explosive increasing of online sharing media has created an invaluable
resource for visual learning tasks, such as image and video sharing websites, e.g.,
Flickr, Picasa, Youtube and image search engines, e.g., Google Image as well as
prosperous personal blogs and online forums. One advantage of the online media
is that these images (videos) are always with weak labels by users' annotations as
well as rich meta data which contain various important information about the user
information, geo-tag information, time as well as camera parameters. Typically,
the co-occurrence (correlation) between these information with the image/video
visual content provides a very informative resource for enhancing the visual learning
tasks. For example, user tags provide label (although noisy) information for the
web images and videos, which can be utilized in classier training. The correlation
between GPS (meta data) and the scene visual features of the landmark images
can be utilized for landmark recognition and retrieval. These web-based correlation
information is referred to here as web context and have been successfully applied on
visual learning tasks such as landmark recognition, tour recommendation, action
analysis, etc.
Chua et al. [35] released a large-scale image database, i.e., 269; 648 images
with tags from Flickr, as well as the corresponding low level features and meta
data. These images and tags are automatically mined from Flickr and this is the
rst large-scale database obtained from the online image sharing websites for the
purpose of image annotation and retrieval research. Later Deng et al. [36] col-
lected a larger image database from the Internet. The database is well-known as
ImageNet which organizes its images using a hierarchical structure, similar with
WordNet [37]. Zheng et al. [38] successfully leveraged the vast amount of multi-
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media data on the web to build a world-scale landmark recognition engine which
organizes, models and recognizes the landmarks on the scale of the entire planet
Earth. They have employed the GPS-tagged photos and online tour guide corpus to
generate a worldwide landmark list. They utilized 21:4M images to build up land-
mark visual models resulting in a landmark recognition engine which incorporates
5312 landmarks from 1259 cities in 144 countries. Ji et al. [39] reported a famous
city landmarks discovery and personalized tourist suggestion system by mining the
images automatically crawled from online sharing personal blogs. More recently,
Hao et al. [40] proposed to mine location-representative knowledge from a large
collection of travelogues, they proposed a probabilistic topic model which has ap-
plications on (1) destination recommendation for exible queries, (2) characteristic
summarization for a given destination with representative tags and snippets, and
(3) identication of informative parts of a travelogue and enriching such highlights
with related images.
Hoi and Lyu [41] proposed to learn web images for searching the semantic
concepts in large image databases for the purpose of automatic annotation for web-
scale images. They suggested to employ the support vector machine techniques to
tackle the learning tasks. Li et al. [42] investigated how to leverage the web image
collections to develop a novel multimedia application system, Word2Image, which
is capable of producing sets of high quality, precise, diverse and representative
images to visually translate a given word. Song et al. [43], proposed to build an
eective large-scale training video database from additional multi-sources including
related videos, searched videos, and manually labeled text-based web-pages, based
on online sharing website Youtube. The constructed web-scale database is utilized
to train a universal classier to automatically categorize videos on YouTube. Wang
et al. [44] also proposed to adapt the web-text documents trained classiers to video
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domain so that the availability of a large corpus of labeled text documents can be
leveraged for training a video taxonomic classier.
Human action analysis is another important application of web context mining.
Ikizler-Cinbis et al. [45] presented an idea of using images collected from the web to
learn representations of actions and use this knowledge to automatically annotate
actions in videos under uncontrolled environment.
2.2.2 Visual-based Age Estimation
Image based human age estimation has wide potential applications, e.g., demo-
graphic data collection for supermarkets or other public areas, age-specic human
computer interfaces, age-oriented commercial advertisement, and human identi-
cation based on old ID-photos. The previous research for human age estimation
can be roughly divided into two categories according to whether the age estimation
task is considered as a regression problem or a multi-class classication problem.
Many eorts have been devoted to the human age estimation problem in the
past few years. Kwon et al. [46] proposed a human age classication method based
on cranio-facial development theory and skin wrinkle analysis, where the human
faces are classied into three groups, namely, babies, young and senior adults.
Hayashi et al. [47] proposed to use the wrinkle and geometry relationships between
dierent parts of a face to classify the age information into groups at the ve year
intervals. Lanitis et al. [48] adopted Active Appearance Models (AAM) [49] to
extract the combined shape and texture information for human age estimation.
Geng et al. [50] proposed to model the statistical properties of aging patterns,
and each aging pattern characterizes the aging process for one person. Yan et al.
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proposed a method called Ranking with Uncertain Labels for age estimation by in-
troducing a semidenite programming (SDP) formulation for regression problems
with uncertain nonnegative labels [51]. Yan et al. later introduced a patch kernel
method based on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) for age regression, where accu-
rate result on FG-NET [52] database to date was reported [53]. Guo et al. [54,55]
introduced an age manifold learning scheme for extracting face aging features and
designed a locally adjusted robust regressor for the prediction of human ages. They
later proposed a bio-inspired feature [56] and a probabilistic fusion scheme [57] for
achieving more accurate human age estimation. Fu and Huang [58] developed a
discriminant subspace learning method for age estimation by exploring the sequen-
tial patterns from the face images with aging features. More recently, Li et al. [59]
proposed a robust framework for multiple view based age estimation. Su et al. [60]
presented a transfer learning based method for cross-database age estimation.
These approaches have achieved satisfactory human age estimation accura-
cies when training and testing are performed on certain benchmark human aging
datasets, e.g., FG-NET [52] and UIUC [58] databases, there however exist two
diculties which essentially hamper the research and applications in this area:
1) Most previous algorithmic evaluations were performed on relatively small
dataset(s), mainly due to the diculties in collecting a large dataset with
precise human age ground-truths. Moreover, each human aging database
usually only covers one human ethnic group, and for certain ages, e.g., senior
ages, the samples are rare. Guo et al. [61{63] have conducted a series of
studies which show that the age estimators trained on certain gender, ethnic
and age groups result in large errors in the testing on other groups. All these
facts essentially limit the generalization capability of the learnt human age
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regressor to general face images from real applications. Therefore, a large set
of human face images ranging over various scenarios are required for learning
a generally eective human age estimator.
2) All previous research on image based human age estimation is founded on
the assumption that the face images have been cropped out and reasonably
aligned. For practical applications, rough face detection has been considered
as a well-solved problem; however, the precise face cropping is still far from
satisfying, which consequently results in the so-called face misalignment issue.
A practical solution to bridge the gap between the possibly misaligned faces
and the requirement of precise face cropping for age estimation is critical to






Image histogram is widely used for visual representation in visual learning tasks,
e.g., classication, due to its simplicity and robustness to encode image variations.
However, the inability of the original histogram representations to encode the spa-
tial relationship between the nearby local features limits its discriminative capabil-
ity. The state-of-the-art methods for image local spatial context modeling consider
the co-occurrence properties of image local features [5], i.e., co-occurrence matrix.
To address the problem of high dimensionality of the original co-occurrence ma-
trix, Li et al. [6] proposed the Markov Stationary Features (MSF) from the original
co-occurrence matrix to achieve compact spatial context modeling.
In this chapter, motivated by MSF, we investigate how to more generally and
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eectively incorporate spatial and spatial-temporal contextual information into
classical histogram features for boosting visual classication performance. The
contributions are two-fold. Firstly, we theoretically prove that there exists an
informative trivial stationary distribution for the Markov chain model with the
transition matrix as the normalized spatial histogram-bin co-occurrence matrix.
This trivial stationary distribution is a normalized vector, where each element is
the row sum of the spatial histogram-bin co-occurrence matrix. This proof oers
an explicit semantic explanation for the derived Markov stationary features, from
which we derive the homogeneity-aware Markov stationary features for eliminat-
ing the inherent ambiguities of the Markov stationary features (MSF) proposed
in [6], by considering only the mutually distinct pairs in computing the spatial
histogram-bin co-occurrence matrix, i.e., the diagonal elements of the histogram-
bin co-occurrence matrix are set to be zeros.
Based on the above-mentioned theoretic analysis, we propose the concept of
general contextualizing histogram [20] process, where the local contextual structure
and histogram features characterize an image or video from two complementary
aspects, namely, style and content. The local contextual structure describes the
histogram-bin homogeneity distribution information within an area with certain
shape, and the convolution of local contextual structure and histogram-bin index
image/video leads to the so-called contextualized histogram. Based on this new con-
cept, the ternary (with its temporal extensions) or even higher order contextualized
histograms are presented for encoding more complicated and informative local con-
textual information into histograms, where the local contextual structures can be
triangle, T-shape, or L-shape, rather than the conventional binary pixel-pair. The
homogeneity-aware Markov stationary features and the proposed ternary contex-
tualized histograms are evaluated on two visual classication problems, i.e., face
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Figure 3.1: (a) An example which shows an informative trivial solution of MSF
with no discriminant information. Case 1 and case 2 dier in both intra-histogram-
bin and inter-histogram-bin relationships, however, their stationary distributions
are the same for MSF. (b) An example where the homogeneity-aware MSF well
characterizes the inter-histogram-bin spatial co-occurrence information. Note that
we use d=1 for computing the spatial co-occurrence matrix. For better viewing,
please see the color pdf le.
recognition and human group activity classication, and the experimental results
show signicant improvement in accuracy brought by the ternary contextualized
histograms as well as the encouraging gain from the homogeneity-aware Markov
stationary features.
This chapter is organized as follows. We rst give a discussion on some related
works in Section 3.2. We revisit the Markov stationary feature and then introduce
the proposed contextualized histogram in Section 3.3. Extensive experimental re-
sults on face recognition, activity classication as well as discussions in Section 3.4.
Section 3.5 concludes this chapter.
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3.2 Related Works
Feature Descriptors vs. Contextualized Histograms. The popular image
descriptors, e.g., SIFT [14] and Histograms of Oriented Gradients [64], also con-
sider the image local spatial contextual information. The contextualized histogram
is dierent from these descriptors in the following aspects. Firstly, the inputs to
the general contextualizing histogram process are images/videos with each pixel
quantized as index of a histogram bin rather than original intensity/color values
for feature descriptors, and the feature descriptors cannot be directly applied on
these histogram-bin index images/videos. Secondly, the approach in [64] to sum-
marize certain quantized features within overlapping image cells is a general post-
processing strategy, which can also be used to further enhance the performance
of the proposed contextualized histograms. Finally, the proposed contextualizing
histogram process is general, and is able to take the quantized SIFT and oriented
gradient features as inputs to construct specialized contextualized histograms. The
contextualized histograms based on SIFT features shall be further evaluated in the
experimental section.
3.3 Contextualized Histogram
3.3.1 Markov Stationary Features Revisited
The Markov Stationary Features (MSF) [6] was recently proposed to character-
ize spatial co-occurrence of histogram patterns based on the Markov chain model,
which is shown to be generally superior over the coherence vector and auto-correlogram
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by incorporating both intra-histogram-bin and inter-histogram-bin information for
visual representation. Here, we give a brief introduction of MSF as follows.
A visual image or video is quantized into K histogram bins denoted as S =
fc1; :::; cKg, and the MSF is a feature representation that can characterize both
intra-histogram-bin spatial information and inter-histogram-bin spatial informa-




1 = ci; p
c
2 = cj j jjp1   p2jj1 = d); (3.1)
where p1 and p2 are a pair of neighboring pixels with `
1 distance as d1, the corre-
sponding histogram bin indices are denoted as pc1 and p
c
2, respectively, and the #
means the number of pairs satisfying all the conditions listed in parentheses. Note
that the matrix C is symmetric and nonnegative. The co-occurrence matrix can
be interpreted from a statistical view [6], and the corresponding transition matrix






The above denition of P satises the basic properties of a Markov chain,
namely,




pij = 1; i = 1; 2;    ; K: (3.4)
This representation of the Markov transition matrix is ofK2 dimension and may not
1Note that in this work, d = 1 for the MSF and homogeneity-aware MSF as well as contextu-
alized histogram introduced afterward as in [6].
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be robust. In [6], the initial distribution, namely, an approximate auto-correlogram
(a row vector a consisting of the normalized diagonal elements of C), and the
stationary distribution of the Markov chain (a row vector ) are combined to form
a 2K dimensional representation, called Markov stationary features, i.e., [a;].
The stationary distribution of the transition matrix is a K-dimensional row vector,
denoted as  = (1; 2; :::; K), satisfying
 = P: (3.5)
For a regular Markov chain [65], its stationary distribution could be directly ob-
tained as the solution to Eqn. (3.5). However, for general cases when the chain is
irregular [65], there exists no unique solution to Eqn. (3.5), and then the informa-




(I + P + P2 + P3 + ::: + Pn), where n is a large integer and set to be
50 as in [6]. In next subsection, we theoretically prove that for both regular and
irregular Markov chains, there exists an informative trivial solution with explicit
semantic for every transition matrix derived from a spatial co-occurrence matrix
C.
3.3.2 Justication of Informative Trivial Solution






, is a trivial stationary dis-
tribution for a Markov chain with the transition matrix P dened in Eqn. (3.2),
namely,  = P.
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where the third equation is based on the symmetric property, i.e., cik = cki; 8 i; k.






is a trivial stationary distribution.

This trivial solution has explicit semantic, that is, i characterizes the total
co-occurrence number,
P
j cij, for the ci histogram pattern/bin. Moreover, if we
denote nd as the number of pixels with `
1 distance as d for each pixel (except for














#(pc = ci) nd = Nnd; (3.10)
where pc is the histogram bin index for a pixel p, and N is the total number of
pixels for each image or video. Here, the
:
= comes from the fact that the boundary
pixels of an image may have fewer neighboring pixels with `1 distance as d. Then






= #(pc = ci) nd / #(pc = ci): (3.11)
It means that the MSF described in [6] approximately equals to the original his-
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togram features, and hence can only convey very limited spatial co-occurrence
information. An illustrative example where MSF fails to convey discriminant infor-
mation is shown in Figure 3.1(a). The success of MSF stems from its combination
with the approximate auto-correlogram features a, and the weighted dierence be-
tween these two types of features implicitly characterizes inter-histogram-bin spa-
tial co-occurrence information. This analysis also directly motivates us to propose
a homogeneity-aware MSF in next subsection as the trivial stationary distribution
of the transition matrix from the spatial co-occurrence matrix which only considers
the inter-histogram-bin co-occurrence information.
3.3.3 Homogeneity-aware MSF
As proved above, the stationary distribution of the transition matrix approximately
characterizes the row sums of the spatial co-occurrence matrix. Since the approxi-
mate auto-correlogram characterizes the intra-histogram-bin spatial co-occurrence
information, it is desirable to obtain a complementary vector which characterizes
the inter-histogram-bin spatial co-occurrence information only. In this section, we
present a new MSF for such a purpose. First, a new spatial co-occurrence matrix
Cm is dened as
cmij = #(p
c
1 = ci; p
c
2 = cj j jjp1   p2jj1 = d); i 6= j; (3.12)
cmii = 0; i = 1; 2; :::; K: (3.13)
The denition of pij is the same as in Eqn. (3.2), the resulting pij however is zero
diagonal. Accordingly, the informative trivial solution to the Markov stationary
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the 30 ternary local contextual structures combining
5 homogeneities and 6 dierent shapes. Note that the order shown in the gure
means the number of pixels belonging to the same histogram bin, and dierent
colors represent dierent histogram bins.












This new stationary distribution takes the homogeneity of the histogram bin pair
into consideration, and hence its combination with the approximate auto-correlogram
features is called homogeneity-aware Markov stationary features (HMSF), denoted
as
x = [m;a]: (3.15)
The m and a characterize the inter-histogram-bin and intra-histogram-bin spa-
tial co-occurrence information, respectively, and they are complementary to each
other. Figure 3.1(b) shows the same example as in Figure 3.1(a) where original
MSF conveys no discriminant information, but the homogeneity-aware MSF pro-
vides sucient discriminant information for dierentiating these two cases.
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3.3.4 From HMSF to Contextualized Histogram
Beyond the statistical view of the homogeneity-aware MSF formulated by Markov
chain model, the above theorem in Section-3.3.2 provides a more intuitive expla-
nation on the rationale of homogeneity-aware MSF, that is, the auto-correlogram
vector a describes the occurrence frequency of pixel pairs labeled with the same
histogram bin, and m instead characterizes the occurrence frequency of the pixel
pairs labeled with dierent histogram bins. Namely, HMSF utilizes two binary con-
textual structures, homogeneous and inhomogeneous pairs, to further decompose
the original histograms into two sets of histograms with contextual information.
The binary contextual structures are still limited in describing the contextual infor-
mation, and more complicated local contextual structures, e.g., triangle, T-shape,
and L-shape, are desirable for characterizing more informative contextual informa-
tion. The higher order contextual information is however far beyond the capability
of Markov chain model, which is limited for characterizing binary relationship. For
such a purpose, we present the concept of general contextualizing histogram process
as below:
Denition (Contextualizing Histogram) For a histogram vector h = fhigKi=1,
the process of contextualizing histogram is to construct the so-called contextualized
histogram hs = fhi(sj)gK;Mi=1;j=1 based on a set of local contextual structures denoted
as fsjgMj=1, where hi(sj) is the number of pixels belonging to the ci histogram bin
and with the local contextual structure as sj, namely, the convolution of the local
contextual structure sj over the image/video with each pixel as the corresponding
histogram bin index.
It is easy to verify that the homogeneity-aware MSF can be considered as the
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the 15 local spatial-temporal contextual structures com-
bining 5 types of homogeneities and 3 shapes. Note that the order shown under
each contextual structure is for the homogeneity, and dierent colors represent
dierent histogram bins.
contextualized histogram based on two binary local contextual structures fs1; s2g,
where the structure s1 describes two homogeneous pixels with `
1 distance as d and
belonging to the same histogram bin, and the structure s2 describes two inhomo-
geneous pixels with `1 distance as d and belonging to two distinct histogram bins.
The general contextualizing histogram process also explains why the original MSF
cannot suciently convey spatial co-occurrence information, since it is the contex-
tualized histogram based on the local structure of two pixels with `1 distance as d
yet without any constraints on the homogeneity. One advantage of the general con-
textualizing histogram process is that the length of the resulting histogram is only
K M (M=2 for binary contextual structures), not K2 as in the case of directly
using all the elements of the co-occurrence matrix C. Another advantage of the
general contextualizing histogram process is that it can be used for contextualiz-
ing histogram with local contextual structures of arbitrary orders as demonstrated
afterwards.
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3.3.5 Ternary Contextualized Histogram (TCH)
Here we introduce how to utilize the contextualizing histogram process for incor-
porating ternary spatial contextual information into general histogram features.
For a local contextual structure with only two pixels, there only exist two types
of homogeneities, namely homogeneous and inhomogeneous as for the homogeneity-
aware MSF. But for the ternary local contextual structure, there exist 5 types
of local homogeneities, and the shape of the local structure may also change as
shown in Figure 3.2. The ternary local contextual structure therefore encodes more
complicated and informative local contextual information compared with the binary
contextual structure, and in this work, we use 30 ternary contextual structures
combining 5 types of homogeneities and 6 shapes. Denote these local structures
as fsjg30j=1, then for a histogram h, its corresponding concatenated contextualized
histogram is
hs = fhi(sj)g 2 R30K ; (3.16)
where hi(sj) means the number of pixels belonging to the ci histogram bin and cen-
tering at which the local contextual structures belonging to the sj category. Note
again that the development of this proposed TCH is beyond the scope of Markov
stationary feature since in the MSF framework, only the 2nd order relationship
could be represented.
3.3.6 Temporal and Higher-order Extensions
The above contextualized histogram is dened in the spatial domain only, but for
applications related with videos, temporal contextual information is also critical
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Table 3.1: Summary on the BEHAVE human group activity database.
Activity category Approach Fight InGroup RunTogether Split WalkTogther Total
No. of segments 19 12 25 6 17 6 85
for characterizing the high-level semantics. We can also extend the general contex-
tualizing histogram process into the temporal domain by exploiting both spatial
and temporal congurations for local contextual structure. As shown in Figure 3.3,
15 types of local spatial and temporal contextual structures are dened based on 5
dierent types of homogeneities and 3 dierent shapes. Note that the rotation in
the spatial domain is considered invariant for reducing the number of contextual
structures, and the j shape structure appearing only within one frame is not con-
sidered due to the lack of temporal information. In this work, we utilize these 15
local spatial-temporal contextual structures to incorporate the contextual informa-
tion into general histogram features, and the experiments on human group activity
classication well justify the eectiveness of these spatial-temporal contextualized
histogram features.
Beyond binary and ternary local contextual structures, the concept of local
contextual structure can be naturally extended to the fourth or even higher orders.
More types of homogeneities and shapes can be dened if higher order local con-
textual structures are used. It is predictable that better discriminating power may
be gained but more computational cost and storage space are required for higher
order contextualized histograms.
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Table 3.2: A summary of the recognition rates (%) for face classication on the
FRGC V1.0 and CMU PIE databases.
FRGC V1.0 Dataset CMU PIE Dataset
Feature Gray LBP DOG SIFT-32 SIFT-128 Gray LBP DOG SIFT-32 SIFT-128
Image Size: 100 100 Image Size: 64 64
Histogram 35:28 39:41 27:43 54:00 68:50 44:32 74:09 67:59 64:00 78:50
MSF 36:80 39:73 34:61 54:00 69:00 46:35 77:96 74:65 62:00 76:00
HMSF 40:64 41:96 37:22 57:25 69:25 49:66 78:39 79:44 65:50 77:75
TCH 47:19 46:62 44:40 62:75 72:50 57:58 82:57 86:68 70:25 78:75
Image Size: 50 50 Image Size: 32 32
Histogram 33:79 58:11 30:36 54:00 60:75 42:66 77:47 63:72 52:00 55:75
MSF 35:52 59:67 37:33 53:00 60:50 44:57 81:22 70:23 48:50 53:75
HMSF 38:88 62:88 42:95 54:75 61:75 46:29 81:71 72:13 52:25 55:75
TCH 49:03 69:25 58:68 62:25 64:50 55:37 90:42 84:16 55:75 56:25
Image Size: 25 25 Image Size: 16 16
Histogram 28:74 55:28 22:16 35:50 37:00 38:24 73:30 55:13 35:25 39:75
MSF 30:12 58:71 30:58 35:00 38:50 39:04 75:20 62:86 35:00 40:25
HMSF 32:98 60:20 36:20 38:50 38:25 39:10 73:71 64:76 36:50 38:50
TCH 47:15 67:23 56:42 46:50 40:75 51:44 82:93 78:58 37:75 42:75
Image Pyramid Image Pyramid
Histogram 36:51 69:53 46:62 60:25 59:00 45:61 87:91 78:39 49:75 56:25
MSF 36:76 71:37 53:98 60:50 58:75 47:64 89:44 81:52 48:50 55:00
HMSF 40:37 72:36 57:72 59:50 59:50 48:80 88:83 83:00 50:00 55:25
TCH 52:24 76:32 69:71 65:00 61:50 58:50 92:45 89:69 52:50 57:75
3.4 Experiments and Discussions
3.4.1 Data Sets
Two face databases CMU PIE [66] and FRGC V1.0 [67] are used in the face recog-
nition experiments. We used 3329 and 5658 frontal face images from 68 and 275
individuals with varying expressions and illuminations for these two databases. For
CMU PIE database, the subset from the pose indexed as C27 is used. The images
are of gray scale and with size as 64  64 and 100  100 pixels, respectively. The
databases are randomly split into equal parts for training and testing.
The experiment on human group activity classication is based on the labeled
video sequence in the BEHAVE human behavior database [68]. This video sequence
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Figure 3.4: Comparison robustness analysis with dierent histogram bin numbers.
(a) Recognition rate vs. histogram bin number (FRGC V1.0) at image size of
100  100 pixels and with gray level features. (b) Recognition rate vs. histogram
bin number (CMU PIE) at image size of 6464 pixels and with gray level features.
contains dierent group activities recorded in an outdoor park scene at a frame rate
of 25fps and with image resolution of 640 480 pixels. Note that there may exist
multiple labels for a single video segment, we manually select only one label which
gives an overall description to the video segment, e.g., if activity WalkTogehter
and Approah exist at the same time, we take Approach as the label. The detailed
information on these video segments is listed in Table 3.1. We use leave-one-
out scheme for this experiment because of the limited number of samples in the
database.
3.4.2 Face Recognition
To evaluate the general performance of the homogeneity-aware MSF and the ternary
contextualized histogram features, we exploit four dierent low-level features widely
used for visual classication, namely, original gray level, local binary pattern
(LBP) [13], direction of gradient (DOG) [64], and SIFT [14]. For gray level features,
16 histogram bins are used that correspond to dierent levels of image intensities.
For LBP, we used the uniform LBP features which lead to 59 bins for histogram
quantization. For direction of gradient, we use 16 bins that uniformly divide the
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whole direction space into 16 intervals. For SIFT, we calculate the feature vec-
tor at every pixel location and with xed scale as well as direction, tuned to be
optimal in performance. The original 128-dimensional descriptor is projected to
40-dimensional by Principal Component Analysis [67] for computational eciency.
We generate the code book by K-Means using the training images and after that
all the images are encoded using this dictionary. We evaluated the algorithm with
a dictionary of either 32 visual words (SIFT-32) or 128 visual words (SIFT-128, in
a size similar to [28]). We found that the performance of SIFT will decrease if the
dictionary size is further increased. One possible explanation of this phenomena is
because of the small size and well aligning of the face image. Also, for the experi-
ments on SIFT features, the size of both training and testing data sets are reduced
to 800 images respectively for avoiding large computational burden. We vary the
size of the input image by down-sampling with bilinear interpolation to validate the
robustness of the representations, and also a pyramid scheme is used to evaluated
the possibility to further boost performance. We do not further compare the pro-
posed structure histograms with coherence vector and auto-correlogram features,
since the MSF shows to be superior over them [6].
Although many stronger classication algorithms, e.g., Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) [69], exist for further improving classication accuracy, in this work,
we use the simple nearest neighbor classier for nal classication to better identify
the gap between dierent histogram features and avoid the eect of the consequent
strong classiers, e.g., SVM. The dissimilarity measurement is based on 2 distance
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The comparison results of original histogram, MSF, homogeneity-aware MSF
and TCH are listed in Table 3.2, from which the following observations can be
made: 1) the original histogram generally gives the lowest recognition rates, and
MSF improves the performance as reported in [6]; 2) the homogeneity-aware MSF
generally gives higher performance than the original MSF; 3) the proposed ternary
contextualized histogram features signicantly outperform all the other histogram
representations; and 4) the image pyramid scheme can further improve the perfor-
mances for all these features, and the pyramid version of TCH is the best for all
the evaluated features.
We experimentally evaluate the robustness of contextualized histograms with
respect to the change of histogram bin number. The comparison results based on
gray level features with original image size are shown in Figure 3.4, and we can
see that, when the number of histogram bins varies, the ternary contextualized
histogram consistently outperforms all the other histogram representations. Note
that the case for dierent histogram features to be similar in performance (CMU
PIE database with bin number as 128) is caused by the insucient number of pixels
for computing statistically robust contextualized histograms.
We also compared MSF, HMSF and TCH with the relaxed matching kernels,
i.e., PMK, PDK and GMK. Note that we do not compare these features with SPMK
since its block strategy can also be utilized for further enhancing the performances
of all these features. For PMK and GMK, we start from the nest partition/bin
quantization, e.g., 16 bins for gray level and DOG, 59 bins for LBP and 32=128 bins
for SIFT, and recursively merge two bins into one. For PMK, PDK and GMK, we
quantize the spatial distance into 8 layers/levels. Note that the bin layer number
and distance layer number we used are adjusted to be optimal for these kernel
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Table 3.3: Comparison recognition rates of MSF, HMSF and TCH vs. relaxed
matching kernels, i.e., PMK, PDK and GMK on FRGC V1.0 and CMU PIE
databases. Note that the results for relaxed matching kernels based on L1 dis-
tance metric are listed in the parentheses.
Feature Size Gray Level LBP DOG SIFT-32 SIFT-128
FRGC V1.0 Dataset, Image Size: 50 50
Histogram K 33:79 58:11 30:36 54:00 60:75
MSF 2K 35:52 59:67 37:33 53:00 60:50
HMSF 2K 38:88 62:88 42:95 54:75 61:75
PMK  2K 33:33(25:56) 58:32(51:04) 31:14(28:42) 52:75(51:75) 61:50(59:75)
PDK MK2 42:31(36:44) 72:43(71:16) 55:81(54:83) 61:00(59:25) 64:25(62:75)
GMK  4
3
MK2 41:39(35:03) 70:80(68:15) 55:36(53:48) 60:00(59:00) 63:50(61:50)
TCH 30K 49:03 69:25 58:68 62:25 64:50
CMU PIE Dataset, Image Size: 32 32
Histogram K 42:66 77:47 63:72 52:00 55:75
MSF 2K 44:47 81:22 70:23 48:50 53:75
HMSF 2K 46:29 81:71 72:13 52:25 55:75
PMK  2K 39:90(34:99) 78:51(75:38) 64:09(60:10) 52:50(50:50) 56:25(56:00)
PDK MK2 45:18(40:02) 81:95(81:46) 71:21(69:86) 50:75(50:00) 55:50(55:00)
GMK  4
3
MK2 42:85(36:83) 81:71(80:91) 72:56(71:03) 50:00(49:25) 55:00(54:50)
TCH 30K 55:37 90:42 84:16 55:75 56:25
Table 3.4: A summary of the leave-one-out accuracies (%) for human group activity
classication on BEHAVE database. Note that TTCH means the ternary temporal
contextualized histograms.
Frame Rate 12:5 fps 6:25 fps
Image Size 320 240 160 120 80 60 320 240 160 120 80 60
Histogram 48:24 48:24 47:60 42:35 42:35 43:53
MSF 48:24 48:24 50:59 45:88 47:60 47:60
HMSF 48:24 48:24 48:24 48:24 49:41 50:59
TTCH 54:12 52:94 52:94 56:47 56:47 56:47





based methods. We use 2 and L1 distances for dissimilarity measurements. For
PMK and GMK, the bin quantization levels are weighted in a way as proposed
in [23,29]. The nearest neighbor method is used for classication. The comparison
results are shown in Table 3.3. From the results, we can observe that 1) MSF and
HMSF generally can achieve higher accuracies than PMK, since PMK does not
explicitly encode spatial contextual information; 2) PDK and GMK outperforms
MSF and HMSF generally owing to their involved more redundant co-occurrence
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information than the PMK; and 3) the proposed TCH generally achieves the best
accuracy although its descriptor size is much smaller than PDK and GMK.
3.4.3 Group Activity Classication
There exist methods for human group activity classication [70], but most of these
are based on the assumption that each human in the scene has been tracked as
a bounding box [71, 72]. However, robust tracking of objects itself is dicult es-
pecially when the scene is crowded and image quality is poor. Similar to [73],
we use optical ows as raw features. For given video inputs, optical ows are ex-
tracted on down-sampled images of size 320 240 pixels, and then a 5 5 median
lter is applied to eliminate the noises. Both the magnitudes and the directions
of the optical ows are quantized into 8 bins, respectively. After this processing,
the temporal extension of the ternary contextualized histogram features is used
for extracting features to represent the videos. We also down-sampled the frame
rate and the spatial image size to evaluate algorithmic robustness. The 2 dis-
tance is combined with the nearest neighbor classier for nal classication. The
comparison classication results are listed in Table 3.4, from which we can observe
that the temporal ternary contextualized histogram features boost the accuracy
signicantly compared with all other evaluated histogram features.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proved that there exists a trivial informative solution for the
stationary distribution of the Markov chain model with the transition matrix as
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the normalized spatial histogram-bin co-occurrence matrix. This new insight mo-
tivated the development of the homogeneity-aware Markov stationary features and
the concept of general contextualizing histogram process for encoding the spa-
tial and spatial-temporal contextual information into general histogram features.
The ternary contextualized histogram and its temporal extensions derived from the
third order contextualizing histogram process are shown to be very eective in both
face recognition and human activity classication problems, and greatly outperform






We introduce contextualized histogram in last chapter for the purpose of encod-
ing ternary image spatial context. More specically, we proposed the concept
of contextualizing histogram process, which encodes the spatial or temporal con-
texts as local homogeneity distributions and produces the so called contextualized
histograms (CH) by convoluting these local homogeneity distributions with the
histogram-bin indexed images/videos. Based on this concept, we developed the
ternary (i.e., 3rd-order) contextualized histogram (TCH).
However, several inherent limitations of the proposed CH prohibit it from fur-
thering boosting its discriminative capability. 1) The CH is dicult to deal with
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higher-order spatial contexts due to the exponential growth of the number of lo-
cal conguration types. Higher-order local spatial contexts can convey much richer
and more descriptive information, which has been validated in [20] that the ternary
local spatial contexts improve the classication performance signicantly. Unfortu-
nately, there still lacks a theoretical way for modeling higher-order spatial contexts.
2) The CH denes the local context types by only considering the local homogene-
ity to avoid the exponential number of histogram bin combinations, which not only
ignores the diversity of the local congurations but also suers from image noises.
3) The CH is an unsupervised method, which can not benet from additional label
information from the training samples.





















Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the Spatialized Random Forest for high-order
spatial context modeling. Note that 1) each pixel of the image is assumed to
be indexed into a histogram bin, and 2) each spatial context consists of a local
geometric and an appearance conguration. Dierent colored dots denote dierent
histogram bins. For better view, please refer to the color pdf.
The work presented in this chapter is motivated by the recent advances on Ran-
dom Forest (RF) [1, 74{76]. Random forest was rst introduced for classication
tasks [74], which is an ensemble classier that consists of many decision trees. The
random forest method has many advantages, e.g., being able to handle large-scale
data, high classication accuracy, and most importantly, it may empirically select
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a subset of the input variables which have high discriminating power. Owing to
these nice properties, more recently the random forest was used for learning visual
codebook [1].
The main idea to encode image local spatial contexts (especially high-order
contexts) is based on the analogy between the variable subset selection for each
node of the random forest and the spatial neighbor selection in spatial context
modeling. More specically, each node of the tree is composed of a random neigh-
bor pixel selection function and a random histogram-bin partition function. When
the depth of the tree grows by one level, the order of the encoded local spatial
context is increased by one as well. Namely, to branch each tree node, a neighbor
pixel of the current local geometric conguration is randomly selected and all the
local image patterns passing the current node will be partitioned into two subsets
based on the random partition function applied on the newly selected neighbor
pixel. By recursively growing the tree/forest in this manner, we set each path from
root to a node corresponding to a certain type of local geometric and appearance
conguration, thus the image local spatial context could be modeled properly. We
call this proposed local spatial context modeling approach as Spatialized Random
Forest (SRF). SRF provides us several advantages over previous methods. 1) SRF
is capable of modeling any order of image local spatial context, since the depth of
the SRF can increase up to the number of pixels in the image. 2) Similar to the
random forest for codebook construction, the SRF is also trained in a supervised
manner. Namely, we do several trials for branching each node and the best parti-
tion of the histogram-bin set in terms of the discriminative power is retained. 3)
SRF is scalable in terms of the maximum depth of the trees as well as the number
of the trees, thus is exible to deal with dierent classication tasks. Extensive ex-
periments and comparisons with the state-of-the-art context modeling methods on
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several tasks, i.e., face recognition, object/scene classication have demonstrated
the high discriminative capability gained by SRF, as well as the nice scalability
property of SRF. A schematic illustration of the proposed method is shown in
Figure 4.1.
This chapter is organized as follows. Some related works are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2. Section 4.3 gives the detailed introduction to the Spatialized Random
Forest (SRF) in terms of motivations, SRF description, training process, image en-
coding as well as complexity analysis. The experimental results are demonstrated
in Section 4.4 with comprehensive comparisons and discussions. Section 4.5 con-
cludes this chapter.
4.2 Related Works
Although the proposed algorithm is motivated by the Random Forest [74] algo-
rithm, it is far beyond the extension or counterpart of the random forest methods,
e.g., [1,75,76]. The referred works as in [1,75,76] only focus on generating more dis-
criminative visual vocabulary for regular d d image patches, ignoring the spatial
dependence between patches, however, the main contribution of our proposed algo-
rithm is a novel high order spatial context modeling method which can model arbi-
trary types and orders of local spatial contexts. Moreover, the output of [1, 75,76]
could serve as the input for our proposed spatial context modeling framework to
further boost the discriminative power, which is validated in the experimental part.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, Spatial Pyramid Matching Kernel (SPMK) [25]
was proposed for spatial modeling. However, instead of local spatial context mod-
eling, the motivation of SPMK is to partition the images into sub-regions for ne
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matching. Actually, the encoded image by the SRF method can be the input for
the SPMK framework and thus we do not plan to compare our method with SPMK
in experiment part.
4.3 Spatialized Random Forest
4.3.1 Motivations
The ultimate goal of pursuing image representation for visual classication tasks
is to discover those features which share common structures within the same class
while exhibit distinctive structures for dierent classes. The visual features ex-
tracted from images should possess the maximum discriminating capability. On
the one hand, those previously studied local spatial context types (e.g., pixel pairs)
do not guarantee this objective of maximum discriminating capability. On the
other hand, it is intractable to exhaustively enumerating all possible image lo-
cal congurations, especially for high-order spatial context modeling. For example,
when we consider the 2nd-order local geometric structures, there are only two types,
corresponding to image pixel pairs of horizontal and vertical directions; when we
consider the third or fourth order local structures, the number of possible local
geometric congurations could be as high as 6 or 19 (see Figure 4.2 for more de-
tails). If we combine these geometric structures with the appearance (i.e., the
pixel histogram bin indices), then the type number of local congurations will be
multiplied by the number of possible appearance combinations in the local struc-
ture. This exponential growth forbids the usage of exhaustive searching methods
for high-order context modeling.
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of the exponential growth of the type number of the local
spatial contexts with respect to the context order. The left column shows the local
geometric congurations; the middle column shows the number of appearance (here
we assume the pixels are indexed into K bins) combinations; the last column shows
the total number of local spatial context types if combining both local geometry
and local appearance.
In this work, the main objective is to investigate whether the informative image
local spatial contexts (in terms of visual discriminative power) could be discovered
in a learning manner. As higher-order local contexts generally give higher discrim-
inative information, we are particularly interested in developing learning algorithm
which is capable of searching the possible congurations of high-order image local
spatial contexts and selecting those local image structures which favor the conse-
quent image representation and classication. This learning algorithm is expected
to be capable of eciently pruning non-discriminative subsets and the complexity
of learning high-order local spatial contexts should be reasonable (for consequent
feature encoding) and it is also expected to scale well with classication tasks of
dierent sizes.
Our proposed Spatialized Random Forest (SRF) is well motivated by the ran-
dom forest method and targets the following characteristics:
1) High-Order Spatial Context Modeling: The concept of random variable
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selection in the random forest method is used in SRF for random neighbor
pixel selection. To go down the tree by one level, a random neighbor of the
current local geometry structure is selected and the consequent split of the
histogram-bin set is based on this new neighbor pixel. In this sense, each
path on the SRF corresponds to a certain local neighborhood structure and
since the depth of the tree could be increased to any order, higher-order local
spatial contexts could be modeled by SRF.
2) Discriminating Capability: The random partition discriminative capabil-
ity test in the SRF construction process eciently prunes those non-discriminative
subset of local spatial contexts, which is essential for constructing the dis-
criminative local spatial context set.
3) Scalability: As a collection of binary trees, the growing speed of SRF could
be well controlled and the nally obtained local spatial context set will be
much more compact than the exhaustive enumeration. Also, it is very exible
to adapt the size of the SRF (i.e., the number of trees and the maximum depth
of the trees) to cope with dierent visual classication tasks with dierent
scales of training data.
4.3.2 Overview of Spatialized Random Forest
The input to the SRF training algorithm is the indexed image feature map. For
instance, for an 8-bit gray scale image, we can quantize the image pixel into 256
bins, then the indexed image feature is in the same size as the original image,
however each pixel now denotes the bin index assigned. When we deal with vector-
type image features, e.g., SIFT descriptor [14], we rst cluster all the feature vectors
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into several visual clusters (visual words) and then use the bag-of-words [77] method
to assign an index to each input vector. We further assume that all local patterns
from a given image inherit the same class label y from the given image.
The SRF is essentially a collection of Spatialized Random Trees (SRT). For
each SRT, it inherits all the basic structures and properties of a general binary
tree. Besides, we develop a set of unique attributes and functionalities for SRT for
the purpose of arbitrary order local spatial context modeling, which are elaborated
on as follows:
1) Node and Path: Each node on the SRT is denoted as ni. Its father node is
denoted as (ni) and left/right child as left(ni)=right(ni), respectively. Each
node denes a random neighbor pixel and a random split of the histogram-
bin set, which work in a cooperative manner, and randomly divide the input
features into two subsets with dierent local appearances based on the ex-
tended pixel. During the training process, a random neighbor pixel selection
function Fg(i) generates for each node ni a neighbor pixel coordinate as:
Fg(i) = p(ni) = (x; y)ni : (4.1)
And a random histogram-bin partition function 1 Fa(i) generates a random
split of the histogram-bin set as:
Fa(i) = T ni ; (4.2)
1Random histogram-bin partition means to randomly split the histogram bin index set into
two disjoint subsets.
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where T ni is a random partition of the histogram-bin index set,
T ni = fSniA ; SniB g: (4.3)
Here SA and SB are two disjoint subsets of the entire histogram-bin index set
ST , and SA [ SB = ST . Note that g and a denote geometry and appearance,
respectively.
For each node, we denote the path from it back to the root node (i.e., nr) as
f(ni); ((ni)); (((ni)));    ; nrg. We ensure that all the random neigh-
bor pixel coordinates along a path are not overlapped and form a connected
component (i.e., we use 4-neighbor system for connectivity check), therefore,
the set of pixels constitute a local geometric pattern
gni = fp((ni));p(((ni)));p((((ni))));    ;pnrg:
On the other hand, the set of random bin index partitions based on each
neighbor pixel along the path provides us a local appearance structure, i.e.,
ani = fS((ni)); S(((ni))); S((((ni))));    ; Snrg:
Here Sni denotes the bin index subset compatible with node ni based on the
pixel index of the neighbor pixel with p((ni)). The information on all nodes
along a path constitutes a type of local spatial context, denoted as cni . We
dene a frequency variable fni for the node ni, i.e., the occurrence number of
the local spatial context cni in an image. Figure 4.3 illustrates how the node
and path encode the local spatial contexts.
2) Tree and Forest: We denote the maximum depth of the SRT as Lmax and
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the structure and attributes of the tree nodes. The
left column shows a SRT with the node numbers. The middle column shows the
local geometric congurations dened for each node (by accumulating all the ran-
dom neighbor pixels along its path. Note that the blacked pixel denotes the current
neighbor pixel and the gray pixels correspond to previously selected random neigh-
bors along the path. The third column shows the random histogram-bin partition
for each node (we assume the number of histogram bins is 4 here). The last column
shows the local spatial context type combining both geometry and appearance. Dif-
ferent colored dots denote dierent histogram bins. For better view, please refer
to the color pdf.
each level can be denoted as: L = 0; 1;    ; Lmax, where we denote the root
level as 0-depth. As the depth of the SRT increases, higher-order local spatial
contexts and richer discriminative information could be captured. A SRF
consists of NSRT SRTs. Similarly, when NSRT increases, higher discriminative
capability can be expected.
4.3.3 Construction of Spatialized Random Forest
The ideal goal of constructing SRF is to group the image local spatial congurations
from the same class into the same node. Our training procedure proceeds by
constructing each of the SRT (i.e., constructing each node's random neighbor pixel
and random histogram-bin partition by Fg(i) and Fa(i)) top-down recursively:
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1) Random Neighbor Selection
For the node to be trained, we assume that the ancestor nodes on its path
have been properly constructed, i.e., the random neighbors and the random
histogram-bin partitions have been set. As can been seen, the path from the
root node down to the current node (which has not been trained) actually
denes a local structure within an image (geometry+appearance). Then, the
current random neighbor selection function is to randomly select a neighbor
pixel connected to that structure. After this selection, the order of the local
spatial context is increased by one, and the newly selected neighbor pixel will
be used for random histogram-bin partition as follows.
2) Random Histogram-bin Partition
After the new random neighbor pixel is selected, a random histogram-bin
partition function is executed to generate a random partition. The partition
function is a randomized function to randomly partition the bin index set
and divide the image local patterns which pass through the current node
(i.e., those image patterns which match the local spatial context dened by
the current path, denoted as the set SCni) into two disjoint subsets SC left(ni)
and SCright(ni), i.e., SC left(ni)[SCright(ni) = SCni . These two disjoint subsets
will be split recursively to train the sub-branches of the current node.
3) Random Partition Discriminative Capability Test
As the ultimate objective is to construct a discriminative local spatial con-
text set, for training each node, we repeatedly generate the above mentioned
random neighbor pixel and histogram-bin partition, and for each trial we
perform a discriminative capability test and eventually accept the random
neighbor pixel and histogram-bin partition which give the highest score. The
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test is based on the measurement of Shannon entropy [78] between the label
and the representation, which is given by [1]:
Score(C; T ) = 2I(C; T )
H(C) +H(T ) (4.4)
where H(C) denotes the entropy of the class label distribution, H(T ) is the
entropy of the distribution induced by the partition (i.e., the probability of
the image local patterns passing to the left or right sub-tree of the current
node) and I(C; T ) is their mutual information. High score indicates that the
split separates the classes well. This procedure is repeated until the score is
higher than a xed threshold Smin or until a xed maximum number Tmax of
trials have been made. Note that for the case of Smin = 0 or Tmax = 1, the
node is constructed in a fully random way, i.e., unsupervised.
4) Stopping Criterion
The training procedure proceeds recursively according to the above men-
tioned rules. The node construction of the SRT stops when 1) the subset
of the image local patterns passing the node belong to the same class, or
2) the specied maximum tree depth Lmax is reached. Note that the tree
growing can be very ecient since many nodes may satisfy the condition (1)
and stop as leaf nodes. Also, the SRF could be trained in a parallel manner,
which could be eciently implemented by parallel computing technologies.
By choosing the parameters Lmax and NSRT , the user is very exible to con-
trol the size of the forest.
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4.3.4 Image Representation and Similarity Measure
To encode an image, we rst calculate its histogram-bin index map. Then for
each pixel, we index it on the SRT from the root down to a leaf by the trained
branching rules, i.e., each node's random neighbor pixel and the random histogram-
bin partition are applied on that pixel. This encoding is performed for each SRT.
For each node ni reached, the frequency fni is incremented by one. An illustration


















Figure 4.4: An example of feature encoding using the SRT. Each node is represented
by a random neighbor pixel and a random histogram-bin partition. The outputs
are frequency vectors (un-normalized histogram vectors) calculating the occurrence
of each type of local spatial context. For better view, please refer to the color pdf.
Finally we concatenate all the frequencies from all SRTs for a particular level
L into a frequency vector (i.e., un-normalized histogram vector):
fL = [f 1nL1
; f 1nL2
;    ; f 2nL1 ; f
2
nL2




;    ]T :
Hhere nLi denotes the ith node on the L-th level of the tree, and the superscript
of f i denotes the ith SRT. To measure the dissimilarity between two images based
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where NL is the length of the vector f
L and f(i) denotes the i-th element of vector
f .
4.3.5 Complexity Analysis
Here we give an upper bound on the memory and time complexity of our method
for SRF construction. Suppose the maximum level of the SRF is Lmax, and the
number of SRTs is NSRT , then the length of the vector for representing an image
is bounded by O(2Lmax NSRT ). In real cases, since the depth of most paths do not
reach Lmax, the complexity is much lower than this upper bound.
For the computational cost in the training, note that for training each level of a
tree, we need scan the pixels of all training images Tmax times in maximum, which
is O(H W N Tmax), where H andW are the width and height of the image and N
is the total number of images. In the worst case, the time complexity for indexing
a single pixel from root down to leaf is O(Lmax). Therefore, the upper bound of
the time complexity for training a SRF is: O(Lmax  NSRT  N H W  Tmax). In
our implementation on a 72-CPU (the speed of each CPU is 3GHz equipped with
4G memory) computer cluster, training a SRF with NSRT = 128; Lmax = 8; Tmax =
5; Smin = 0:1 for 3000 training face images (64 64 pixels) takes about 30 minutes
by parallel computing. In the meantime, it is as ecient as O(Lmax NSRT H W )
to encode an image in the testing process, i.e., less than 30 seconds for encoding
5000 face images (64 64 pixels) on a 3GHz Dual-Core PC with 4G memory.
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4.4 Experiments and Discussions
To validate the eectiveness of our proposed method for high-order context model-
ing, the comparison experiments are performed on several tasks, i.e., face recogni-
tion, object/scene classication. In this section, we rst exam the scalability prop-
erty of the SRF method. Then we evaluate the visual discriminating capability
of the SRF features. The comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods includ-
ing histogram, Markov Stationary Features (MSF) [6], Homogeneity-aware Markov
Stationary Features (HMSF) and Ternary Contextualized Histogram (TCH) pro-
posed in Chapter 3 are presented as well.
In implementing SRF, for the root node, instead of binary partition, we branch
it into more than 2 nodes for avoiding the degradation of the initial performance.
Specically, in this work, we branch the root node into K nodes, which correspond
to all the histogram-bin indices. Finally, except for the root node, all the nodes on
the tree either have two children (non-leaf node) or no children (leaf node).
4.4.1 Face Recognition
We use two large-scale benchmark face datasets, i.e., CMU PIE [66] and FRGC
V1.0 [67], for face recognition experiments. For CMU PIE, we use the subset C27
which includes 3329 frontal face images from 68 individuals with varying expres-
sions and illuminations. The face images are in gray scale with the size of 64 64
pixels. For FRGC V1.0 dataset, there are 5658 face images in the size of 100 100
pixels. The datasets are randomly split into equal parts for training and testing. We
extract two types of features. The rst one is the local binary pattern (LBP) [13],
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and the features are quantized into 59 bins. The second one is the SIFT [14] fea-
ture. We extract SIFT descriptors over a regular grid with spacing of 2 pixels.
We generate the codebook of size 32 and 128 (denoted as SIFT-1 and SIFT-2, re-
spectively) by K-means using the training images and calculate the histogram-bin
index map for each image using this dictionary. We experimentally observed that
even if the codebook size is larger than 128, the classication performances cannot
be further improved for all the methods.
Throughout the experiments, if not otherwise specied, the number of SRTs
(i.e., NSRT ) is set to be 16 and the maximum level (i.e., Lmax) of the trees is
set to be 8. The parameters Tmax and Smin are set to be 5 and 0:1 respectively.
The values of these parameters have been tuned to be optimal experimentally.
For classication, we use nearest neighbor classier 2 with the distance metric
mentioned in Section 4.3.
Scalability: We rst evaluate the scalability of the SRF method. We enu-
merate the combinations of dierent numbers of SRTs and dierent orders of the
local spatial context (i.e., the level of the SRTs). Figure 4.5 shows the recognition
accuracies (on the CMU PIE dataset) with respect to the number of trees and the
tree level (order of the local spatial context) used for encoding face images. We
can observe that with the increase of the number of SRTs or the order of the local
spatial contexts, the recognition accuracies increase very fast. For this case, using
the 3rd-order local spatial context and using as few as 16 SRTs already achieves
higher recognition accuracies than the state-of-the-art TCH method. When we use
8th-order local spatial context, the recognition accuracies are signicantly higher
than those obtained by TCH, e.g., the improvements are as high as 12% and 4%,
2We follow [20] to use the nearest neighbor classier in the experiments. It is predictable that
performances could be further improved if strong classiers are used, e.g., SVM [69].
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Figure 4.5: Recognition accuracy vs. number of SRTs and the order of the local
spatial context (L) on CMU PIE face dataset using LBP (left) and SIFT-1 (right)
features, respectively. The dashed black line denotes the result from TCH method.
L denotes the order of the local spatial context. Note that for L = 1, since each node
corresponds to each histogram-bin, all the SRTs should give the same recognition
result.
respectively. We empirically note in all our classication experiments, 8 level-SRF
is already sucient for achieving high recognition accuracies. Also, SRF is con-
structed in a such randomized way so that the quality of the resulting SRF in terms
of discriminative capability is quite insensitive to the quantity and quality (e.g.,
noise level) of the training data.
Discriminative Capability: We then demonstrate the discriminative capa-
bility of SRF. To validate the eect of the random partition discriminative capabil-
ity test scheme in the SRF training phase, we compare the recognition performances
under the unsupervised condition i.e., Tmax = 1 and the supervised condition, with
Tmax = 5 and Smin = 0:1. In Figure 4.6, we compare the accuracies for the su-
pervised and unsupervised conditions in terms of dierent orders of local spatial
contexts on the CMU PIE dataset. From Figure 4.6, we can observe that using
the random partition discriminative capability test scheme helps to improve the
discriminative capability of the learned SRF.
We also compare our method with the state-of-the-art methods on spatial con-
text modeling (i.e., histogram, MSF, HMSF and TCH). For both datasets, we
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Figure 4.6: Recognition accuracies using the supervised and unsupervised versions
of SRF on CMU PIE face dataset using LBP (left) and SIFT-1 (right) features,
respectively.
conduct the evaluations based on dierent scales of the original face images and
the results are listed in Table 4.1, from which we can observe that SRF signicantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods 3, especially when the order of the local
spatial context is high.
It is very interesting to show which types of local contexts are useful for dier-
entiating dierent subjects. Figure 4.7 illustrates 20 examples of such local spatial
contexts in terms of the local geometries. These local structures only appear on
faces from the same subject, i.e., they are local spatial contexts dened by the leaf
nodes which are only visited by images from a single class during the SRF training
process. We can see that these discriminative local structures mostly match the
canthus, lip, corner of the mouth, nose, and the forehead. These results coincide
with the fact that these parts of a face convey more discriminative information on
human identity.
We must clarify here that the motivation and major contribution in this work
are to propose a high-order spatial context modeling method. Therefore, face
3Note that in this chapter our recognition accuracies on histogram, MSF, HMSF, TCH using
the SIFT features are much higher than the results reported in Chapter 3. In fact, in the
experimental setting of Chapter 3, we reduced the original 128-dimensional SIFT feature into
40-dimensional by PCA as a pre-processing step, which degraded the algorithm's performance.
In this chapter, however, we use the original 128-dimensional SIFT feature.
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Table 4.1: Comparisons of the recognition accuracies (%) using SRF and the state-
of-the-art methods. We report the results on CMU PIE and FRGC V1.0 datasets
using LBP and SIFT features and on dierent image scales. For SRF, we report
the results for dierent orders of local spatial contexts. Best results are in bold.
Dataset CMU PIE
Image Size 64 64 32 32
Feature LBP SIFT-1 SIFT-2 LBP SIFT-1 SIFT-2
Histogram 74:09 85:33 92:57 77:47 75:71 80:11
MSF 77:96 84:84 92:27 81:22 74:76 78:76
HMSF 78:39 87:48 93:68 81:71 76:86 80:72
TCH 82:57 90:49 95:03 90:42 82:32 83:49
SRF (L=2) 81:40 89:01 94:17 88:40 79:68 81:95
SRF (L=3) 85:88 91:47 95:03 93:49 81:15 82:93
SRF (L=4) 89:38 92:63 95:52 96:01 81:46 83:00
SRF (L=8) 94:17 94:60 96:07 97:18 82:45 83:63
Dataset FRGC V1.0
Image Size 100 100 50 50
Feature LBP SIFT-1 SIFT-2 LBP SIFT-1 SIFT-2
Histogram 39:41 59:51 78:19 58:11 57:44 70:91
MSF 39:73 62:78 77:91 59:67 58:29 71:23
HMSF 41:96 64:23 79:18 62:88 59:84 72:43
TCH 46:62 71:69 81:83 69:25 67:28 74:62
SRF (L=2) 39:63 68:93 80:38 58:29 65:29 74:07
SRF (L=3) 39:79 73:84 82:50 62:57 69:42 76:07
SRF (L=4) 42:24 77:70 83:60 69:11 71:44 76:81
SRF (L=8) 49:06 82:96 85:26 76:14 73:42 76:78
recognition is only one example of the applicable areas and thus we do not attempt
to compare the accuracy with the best-known face recognition methods. However,
we can very condently claim that for any face recognition algorithm with pixel-
wise features as inputs, our proposed SRF can substantially improve the algorithmic
performance further as a plug-in component. Moreover, since SRF is based on the
image statistics, it can deal with general face images even without alignment or
with noises, which potentially can be a great advantage for real world applications;
however, the state-of-the-art face recognition methods, e.g., subspace methods,
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Figure 4.7: Examples of the discriminative local structures obtained from the SRF
training process. The SRF training is performed on the CMU PIE dataset using
LBP features. The face image size is of 32  32 pixels. Both face images of each
column are from the same subject.
strongly rely on the ideally aligned face images to give good performances.
We have claried in the previous section that the SRF method is neither a
counterpart nor an extension of the RF method. Moreover, the output of RF,
i.e., codebook, could serve as the input to SRF and SRF could further boost
the discriminative capability. Therefore, an additional experiment is performed
as follows. For CMU PIE and FRGC V1.0 datasets (i.e., in their original image
sizes), we extract dense 128D SIFT features 4. Then we use RF as in [1] to train
the discriminative codebook and encode the images using this codebook. Finally,
the RF codebook is used as the input to both TCH and SRF and we obtain new
image representations by TCH and SRF, respectively. The classication accuracies
(i.e., nearest neighbor classier) for the three representations are illustrated in
Table 4.2, from which we can see that the recognition accuracy of RF is boosted
by TCH and SRF and also TCH and SRF are further boosted by the stronger
input of RF compared with Table 4.1. This validates that SRF could serve as a
plug-in component to boost the performance of any discriminative codebook by
considering the higher order local spatial contexts. Note that using the codebook
trained by RF as input, the recognition results of SRF are already comparable to
the state-of-the-art [79, 80]. We can also predict that if we use stronger classier
4For other types of features e.g. LBP, RF is not applicable since each pixel is only represented
by an integer value while RF requires vector input of each pixel.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the recognition accuracies on CMU PIE and FRGC V1.0
datasets using Random Forest (RF) [1], TCH and SRF. The output codebook of
RF serves as the input to TCH and SRF. For the RF training, the numbers of
levels and trees are tuned optimally. The input to RF are dense SIFT features. All
the recognition results are in terms of nearest neighbor classier.
Dataset CMU PIE (64 64) FRGC V1.0 (100 100)
Method RF TCH SRF RF TCH SRF
Accuracy (%) 98:22 98:65 99:12 84:31 85:51 87:93
like SVM [69], the performances could be further improved.
4.4.2 Object and Scene Classication
For object classication, we use the ETH object dataset [81]. This dataset contain
8 object categories with 3280 images in total. Each image is of 3232 pixel and of
gray level. We randomly partition the whole dataset into equal parts for training
and testing.
For scene classication, the database introduced in [77] is used. This database
contains about 4000 natural scene images ranging from urban areas, e.g., buildings,
to scenes, such as forest, sand beaches, etc. The images are of gray scale and in
the size of 250 300 pixels in average. The image database contains 13 categories
with about 350 images per class in average. We randomly select 100 images from
each class as training samples and others for testing.
For both classication tasks, we use the same types of features as in [6] (i.e.,
also aims at spatial context modeling) to align the experimental conguration for
evaluating the eectiveness of the proposed SRF approach in spatial context mod-
eling. Specically, HoG [64] and LBP [13] features are used. HoG features quantize
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the gradient image according to pixel gradient orientations into 64 levels and LBP
features quantize the input image into 59 bin indices. Then our SRF method is
compared with histogram, MSF, HMSF and TCH in terms of the classication
accuracy. The classier we used is the nearest neighbor classier along with the
distance metric dened in Section 4.3. The classication results are shown in Ta-
ble 4.3. Note that SRF signicantly outperforms all the other methods. Also we
do not attempt to compare the results with other state-of-the-art classication al-
gorithms performed on these datasets since we are only interested in the feature
design and our SRF based feature can naturally be the input for those conventional
learning algorithms such as SVM [69] to achieve better results.
Table 4.3: Comparisons of the classication accuracies (%) using SRF and other
spatial context modeling methods for object and scene classication tasks on ETH
and Scene13 datasets using LBP and HoG features. For SRF, we report the results
for dierent orders of local spatial contexts. Best results are in bold.
Dataset(feature) Histogram MSF HMSF TCH SRF(L=2) SRF(L=3) SRF(L=4) SRF(L=8)
ETH(LBP) 83:72 83:29 81:89 87:62 86:22 87:68 87:93 90:01
ETH(HoG) 51:95 52:62 59:33 74:39 69:51 76:95 80:85 86:73
Scene13(LBP) 52:05 53:69 51:74 55:37 54:28 54:94 55:57 57:33
Scene13(HoG) 32:24 32:67 34:97 42:63 37:55 39:78 41:97 46:12
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel method for modeling high-order image
local spatial contexts, called Spatialized Random Forest (SRF). The SRF method
provides several advantages: 1) it is exible to deal with any order of image spatial
contexts; 2) it can scale well with classication tasks of dierent database sizes;
and 3) it can achieve high discriminating power owing to the supervised nature.
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Extensive experimental evaluations on human face recognition and object/scene
classication tasks well validated the advantages of the SRF method.
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Chapter 5
Web Mining towards Universal
Age Estimator
5.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, we have introduced the problem of utilizing high-order spatial
contexts in boosting the discriminative capability of image/video feature represen-
tations. In this chapter, we will investigate another fundamental problem in visual
learning domain. More specically, we are dealing with the problem of learning
a universal human age estimator based on facial features [82, 83]. Given the fact
that there exist no universal large scale training databases, this is essentially a dif-
cult problem. Fortunately, the ever-increasing online sharing images and videos
have become an excellent resource for constructing an arbitrary large-sized training
database with universal face samples. One signicant advantage of these online re-
sources is that they often contain additional weak labels from users' annotations, as
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well as rich image meta data such as geo-information. Referred to as web context,
in this chapter, we will introduce a method which can utilize this importance re-
source as well as being capable of noise ltering, to achieve our purpose of training
a robust and universal age estimator. As shown in Figure 5.1, the main purpose
of this research is to drive the human age estimation research more towards real
scenarios. Instead of being limited to well-cropped faces and single human ethnic
group, the system should be able to take general face images (e.g., un-cropped and
misaligned) for training a universal human age estimator, which is applicable for
all age, gender and ethnic groups as well as various image qualities. Our proposed
solution for such targets is motivated by the following observations:
1) Though it is practically dicult or even impossible to collect a large face
image set with precise age ground-truths, the Internet provides very rich
resources on face images with possible age information encoded within the
surrounding texts. The popular image search engines such as Google image
search and photo sharing websites such as Flickr can provide a huge num-
ber of images for even a single age-related query (e.g., 15 years old), where
usually thousands of correct samples from dierent human ethnic groups are
available. There were some such attempts for web image mining, for example,
Yanai and Barnard [84] proposed a web image mining method for discrimi-
native visual concept selection. Another importance face image resource is
the overwhelming online videos. It is relatively easy to obtain tracked face
pairs from the video sequences and both face images within the same pair
have the same age value, which can serve as extra constraints for the trained
age estimator.
2) When taking general images as inputs, an inevitable problem is how to ro-
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of the purpose of this study, i.e., to utilize web image
and online video resources for learning a universal age estimator.
bustly learn a human age estimator based on possibly misaligned faces. The
misaligned problem could be alleviated by the current proposed patch based
representation [53], which has shown to be very eective in human age re-
gression problem based on misaligned faces. Also if the training images are
obtained from Internet based on age-related queries, another inevitable prob-
lem is how to handle the possibly multiple faces detected within one image
and the possibly incorrect label of the image. All these motivate us to present
an algorithm for robust multi-instance based human age regressor learning.
The main contributions of this work are three-fold: 1) we present a web image
and video mining scheme to harness the Internet images and videos for collecting
a large and diverse face database with nearly-correct age labels and age-consistent
face pairs, and then use it for learning universal human age estimator; 2) we pro-
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Figure 5.2: The system overview for learning universal age estimator based on
automatic web image and online video mining.
pose a novel learning algorithm to robustly derive a human age estimator based
on images with multiple face instances and possibly noisy labels, under the con-
straints of age-consistent face pairs; and 3) we develop a fully automatic system
for automatic training image/video collection, age regressor learning, and age esti-
mation, which does not rely on any kind of human interactions and is thus of great
potential in real scenarios. A system overview is illustrated in Figure 5.2 and the
three major components of the proposed research are summarized as follows:
1) Internet Aging Image and Video Collecting
The Internet aging image collection is mainly performed by automatically
crawling images from the image search engines or photo sharing websites
based on a set of age related text enquiries, e.g., 15-years-old, age-15 and
15th-birthday for the age of 15 years. In this step, generally more than 10k of
images can be downloaded for each age, but a large portion of these images
do not contain any face instance or contain only face instances with other
dierent ages. In the meantime, to obtain more constraints, we download
about 10k online video clips from the online video sharing website Youtube,
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including talk shows, video interviews, Singapore idols, etc.; then we detect
and track face sequences from these videos, and the tracked age-consistent
face pairs (although their labels are unknown) serve as extra constraints for
the training of the universal age estimator.
2) Noisy Image and Label Filtering
In this work, we propose to adopt a pipeline approach to retain good face
instances for model training as well as to lter out those noisy images or
face instances as many as possible. First, we propose to conduct parallel face
detection based on multiple face detectors for improving the probability to
obtain well-aligned face instances for each image, and then the overlapping
face instances from distinct detectors are retained as good samples for model
training. Then, Principal Component Analysis [85] is applied for each age
and those face instances with large reconstruction errors are ltered out. This
pre-screened dataset is then input into the proposed robust multi-instance
regression algorithm to learn a universal human age estimator.
3) Robust Multi-instance Regression
In this step, we are given a set of training face images with multiple face
instances within each image as well as a set of label-consistent face pairs, and
the task is to learn a human age regressor. This problem can be considered as
a specic multi-instance learning problem with extra constraints, but those
previous multi-instance learning algorithms cannot be directly applied for
this problem since there may exist noisy image labels for the training data.
In this work, we present a robust multi-instance learning algorithm to tackle
this problem with the awareness of label outliers.
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Note that multi-instance learning is a widely studied research topic in the past
few years. Keeler et al. [86] rst proposed the multi-instance learning concept
when dealing with the hand-printed numerals detection problem, motivated by
the observation that there might exist more than one numerals in a single image.
After that, many researchers proposed various related schemes such as DD [87],
EM-DD [88] and citation-kNN [89] to tackle this problem. Also the multi-instance
learning concept was incorporated into both boosting and support vector machine
algorithms, yielding the so called MIL-boosting [90] and MIL-SVM [91] algorithms.
There also exist several algorithms proposed for the multiple instance multiple
label learning problem [92,93]. Besides these classication problems, recently Ray
and Page [94] proposed a multi-instance regression framework to deal with the
regression problem, which is the most related work with our research in this work.
This algorithm does not consider the noisy label issue, and therefore the algorithmic
robustness cannot be guaranteed.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the
Internet aging image collecting and noise pre-screening process. The robust multi-
instance regression algorithm is elaborated in Section 5.3 and the experimental
results are demonstrated in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 concludes this work.
5.2 Internet Aging Image Database
5.2.1 Aging Image Collecting for Internet Images and Videos
A universal age estimator heavily relies on a large training image set with the age
ground-truths. Generally the human facial images are very easy to obtain from
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dierent sources, their precise age labels are however not easy to obtain, especially
when a universal age estimator is expected for all ethnic groups. Generally there
are two ways to obtain such age labels. In the rst way, the real age labels are
known, provided right by the humans in the images or recorded when capturing the
images. The FG-NET [52] and UIUC [58] aging databases belong to this category.
For the second way, the age labels are obtained based on the human estimations
and the database used in [47] belongs to this category.
Recent years have witnessed an explosion of social media content shared online,
e.g., Flickr. For these community-contributed media repositories, the users may
upload personal media data with informative titles and annotate with descriptive
tags. For those human face related images, the human age information is often
naturally involved within the media titles and tags, e.g., the titles like Mother's
50th Birthday and the tags like 15-years. Also for those popular image search
engines, e.g., Google image search, a large amount of images are available based on
age related queries. Although it is often the case that the titles/tags and queries
might be irrelevant to those retrieved images, there do exist a considerable portion
of images with correct information on ages. Motivated by this observation, we
propose to crawl aging images from the Internet (we use Flickr and Google image
search in this work) based on a set of age related text queries. In this work, we
construct the query list using the age related templates such as xx-years-old, age-xx
and xxth-birthday, and nally about 10k to 20k images could be downloaded for
each age from 1 year old to 80 years old. Note that we do not explicitly use the ages
over 80 since generally it is not so distinguishable for ages above 80 as indicated
in [53].
In the meantime, the numerous online video resources e.g., Youtube, contains
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extra information which could be utilized for training a more robust age estima-
tor. These videos were downloaded automatically via a set of manually prepared
keywords such as Singapore Idol, Amazing Race, Funny Baby, etc. Tracked face
sequences are easily to be obtained from these video clips. Although the labels of
these face pairs are not available, the age values for both faces in the same pair are
the same. Therefore, this information could serve as an important constraint for
the objective function.
5.2.2 Face Detection Schemes for Images and Videos
For the face detection step for both crawled images and videos, we use dierent
variations of the state-of-the-art Adaboost [95] based detectors.
For the crawled aging images, we have the following observations: 1) many
images do not contain faces, 2) even in those images which contain faces, the
involved faces may not be in frontal view, and 3) there may exist occlusions for
the faces. Thus accurate and robust face detection is compulsory in prior to the
further age estimator learning process. On the one hand, the images without
faces shall be removed, and on the other hand, the faces shall be detected in a
robust way. There are many Adaboost based face detectors with reasonably good
performances, but generally no detector can guarantee to be perfect. However,
the parallel detection results from several face detectors can provide multiple and
complimentary detection results for each image, which actually simulate the multi-
instance learning scenario. We thus adopt this scheme to use multiple variations
(e.g., two) of Adaboost based face detectors for detecting all possible faces for each
image. The diagram of a parallel face detection scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Detector 2
Figure 5.3: An exemplary result from parallel face detection.
For the video sequences, we have the following observations: 1) it is much
easier to match corresponding faces during short video segments, and 2) within
consecutive frames, the appearances of faces are quite consistent. Therefore, we
propose to perform the face detection task in the following way. Firstly, we split
videos into shots and track faces only within shots. The tracking process is done
by matching the detected faces for continuous frames. Secondly, only those tracked
frontal face sequences are saved for further processing. Finally, two representative
faces are selected from each face sequence to be added to the unlabeled face pair
dataset. Note that since we only use matched face detection results, false alarms
can be ltered out. These matched unlabeled age-consistent face pairs are used for
further age estimator training.
5.2.3 Within-age-category Noise Filtering
For the crawled images, after the face detection step, most images without faces are
removed, but there may still exist noises for those detected faces, e.g., false alarms,
faces with large spatial misalignments, and faces with incorrect age labels. These
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noises can be further reduced by using certain statistical approaches. In our work,
we adopt two ways to remove potentially false face detections. Firstly, we match
the detection results from the parallel face detectors, namely, only those detected
faces which have signicant overlapping with other faces from dierent detectors
are retained (e.g., with more than 90% overlapping areas). This step removes
most of the false alarm faces. Note that for the matched unlabeled age-consistent
face pairs, the false alarm rate is very low since the probability that neither of the
images belongs to real faces is very low. Secondly, we perform Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [85] within each age category and then remove those faces with
large reconstruction errors based on the retained components, i.e., these faces are
greatly dierent from the majority of the detected faces within an age category.
This step is capable of ltering out some of the poor faces such as occluded, rotated
or signicantly deformed ones, since these noisy faces usually exhibit quite dierent
appearances compared with those normal near-frontal faces.
5.3 Robust Universal Age Estimator
5.3.1 Robust Multi-instance Age Estimator
After the noise ltering step, the left aging dataset, which may still contain noisy
images and labels, has the following characteristics:
1) There might exist multiple face instances within a single image, which come
from the parallel face detection or from multiple true human faces within an
image.
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2) For each individual image, there is no guarantee that there exist at least one
face instance right with the given age label.
3) Extra constraints from the age-consistent unlabeled face pairs are available.
The second property makes the problem to learn an age estimator essentially dif-
ferent from those well-known multi-instance learning problems, where a common
assumption is that there exist within each bag at least one positive instance with
the bag label. Therefore we need develop new regressor learning framework for
multi-instance regression with noisy labels.
Robust Multi-instance Regression Formulation
Before introducing the detailed formulation, we rst show the main terminologies.
Instead of explicitly enforcing that each image, referred to as bag within the context
for multi-instance learning, has at least one face instance with the given age, we
impose a soft constraint, that is, we allow some bags contribute no face instances
with the given ages. Denote each bag as Bi; i = 1;    ;M , where M is the total
number of bags (images). Also we unpack the bags and provide index for the face
instance in the instance level, and the label of the jth instance is denoted as yj
(without regarding whether it is correct or not) while its feature vector representa-
tion is denoted as xj 2 Rd, where d is the feature dimension and we shall introduce
the details of the features in the latter part of this chapter and for the moment, we
just assume the feature vector xj is already obtained. For each bag, the number
of involved instances is denoted as jBij = #fxjjxj 2 Big. The total number of
instances is denoted as N , namely
P
i jBij = N .
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The target of this work is to learn a human age regressor,
f(x; a) : x 2 Rd ! y 2 R; (5.1)
where x is the input feature vector of the face instance and a is the parameter vector
to estimate. In the following we present the detailed formulation for multi-instance
regressor learning with possibly noisy labels.
First, we dene pj as the parameter to measure the possibility of a face instance
xj to inherit its parent bag's label, and as pj 2 [0; 1], we rewrite it as
pj = e
 c2j (5.2)
with cj being a real value. Here we denote c = [c1; c2;    ; cN ]T . Then the entire





A direct observation of this formula is that if one instance takes the probability of
1, the entire probability of a bag shall be 1.
Each face pair cropped from the video clip are denoted as xpj and x
0p
j , where
j = 1; 2;    ; Np.
The problem of multi-instance regressor learning with noisy labels is then de-
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(f(xpj ; a)  f(x0pj ; a))2; (5.4)





















(f(xpj ; a)  f(x0pj ; a))2: (5.5)
The matrix W = [wjj0 ] is dene as
wjj0 =




where Nk1(i) is the k1 nearest neighbor set of the face instance xj measured by
Euclidean distance in the feature vector space, and in this work k1 is empirically
set as 7.
Note that: 1) the rst term in the objective function measures the data tting
capability, namely, the error between the labels and the estimations from the de-
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rived age estimator; 2) the second term measures the smoothness of the regression
function, i.e., those samples with similar feature representations should also be
similar for the predicted labels; 3) the third term denotes the negative log like-
lihood of the probability for the ith bag to have at least one face instance with
the label of the bag, which penalizes the cases when none face instance is selected;
4) the forth term penalizes the inconsistent regression results for age-consistent
unlabeled face pairs; and 5) ,  and  are three parameters for controlling the
tradeo among these four parts, which are set empirically (in fact, the algorithm
is not quite sensitive to these parameters when they are set within some proper
ranges.). Also for the second smoothness term, we do not multiply the indicator
variables cj and cj0 , since this regularity is applicable for all face instances, not
constrained to those face instances with the largest cj's. It means that nally the
so-called negative face instances within a bag are also used for the deduction of the
regressor, which well enhances the robustness of the regressor learning process.
Our robust multiple instance regression model is dierent from the traditional
multiple instance learning method (MIL) for several aspects: 1) Our model permits
that a bag can contain no positive instance while traditional MIL imposes the
constraint that each bag contains at least 1 positive instance. The reason for our
model to relax this constraint is that noisy labeled data sample always contains
no positive instance, and this point serves as the basis for the robustness nature
of our learning algorithm. 2) Instead of assigning +1,  1 to positive and negative
instances, in this work, we propose to use the term pj = e
 c2j to indicate the
positiveness of the instance. The reason for using this soft manner lies in the nature
of our problem, i.e., regression instead of classication. Namely, more smooth and
robust model can be achieved by this soft assignment. Note that the reason for
using the square of cj on the exponential is that pj = e
 c2j 2 [0; 1] for any given
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cj, however, pj = e
 cj does not has this property unless we enforce an additional
nonnegative constraint for cj.
The function f(x; a) is the nal age regression mapping function. In this work,
we use kernel regression method for estimating y for a face instance represented as
x, and the Gaussian kernel is used in this work, namely, k(x1;x2) = expf kx1  
x2k2=21g, where 1 is a tunable parameter for measuring feature similarity. First,
we select a set of M 0 reference face instances from the entire face instance set,
denoted as X^ = [x^1;    ; x^M 0 ], the age estimation model from x to its age label y
is then formulated as
y = f(x; a) =
PM 0
m=1 amk(x; x^m)PM 0
m=1 k(x; x^m)
; (5.7)
where a = [a1;    ; aM 0 ]T is the parameter vector. Note that the reference point
number M 0 and the parameter 1 are set empirically in all our experiments in this
work.
Optimization Procedure
There exist two sets of variables in problem formulation, namely, a and c, and the
objective function is not convex. Therefore no global optimum is available, and
we adopt the alternative optimization scheme to minimize this objective function,
namely, we alternate the optimization with respect to a and c respectively by
xing the other parameter set in each iteration step. For xed c, since the third
term depends only on c, the whole objective function becomes a quadratic function.
Here, we denote y = [y1; y2;    ; yN ]T , F = [fnj] 2 RNM 0 with fnj = k(xn;x^j)PM0
m=1 k(xn;x^m)
,
and L = D W withD as a diagonal matrix dened asDjj =
P
j0 wjj0 . W is dened
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and F 0p = [f
0






, Cp = (Fp   F 0p)T (Fp   F 0p).
Then the objective function can be reformulated in the matrix form as






where c denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are from c, namely,
c(j; j) = e
 c2j and c(j; j0) = 0; j 6= j0. To minimize this objective function, we
calculate the derivative of this function and set it to be zero, and then we have
(F T (c + 2L)F + Cp)a = F
Tcy: (5.9)
Therefor the optimal a could be obtained as:
a = (F T (c + 2L)F + Cp)
y
F Tcy; (5.10)
where y denotes the pseudo inverse of a matrix.
For a xed a, the objective function with respect to c is non-linear and we use










where B(j) denotes the the parent bag of the instance xj. The above two steps
iterate until converged, namely stop when the consecutive changes of a and c are
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smaller than a predened threshold, set as 10 4 in this work. Note that the param-
eters , ,  are set empirically and the trained model according these parameters
are xed for the evaluations on all testing databases. c is initialized by setting all
its elements to be equal positive numbers.
Convergence Analysis
The optimization problem in Eqn. (5.8) is non-convex due to the non-convexity of
the objective function, and hence we cannot guarantee that the solution shall be
globally optimal. Here, instead we prove that the iterative procedure converges to
a local optimum. For the optimization with respect to a, its closed-form solution
guarantees the non-increase of the objective function. And for the optimization
with respect to c, the gradient descent method also guarantees the non-increase of
the objective function. We therefore have
Q(ct; at)  Q(ct; at+1)  Q(ct+1; at+1); (5.12)
where at means the derived solution from the tth iteration for a and also for ct.
Therefore, the objective function is non-increasing. Also, the objective function
value is non-negative, which means that the objective function has a lower-bound
of 0. Then we can conclude that the objective function shall converge to a local
optimum according to Gauchy's criterion for convergence" [96].
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5.3.2 Face Instance Representation via Patches
We will introduce how to represent each face in this and the next subsection, i.e.,
how to obtain the feature vector x from a face instance. For those automatically
crawled and cropped face instances, spatial misalignments may exist, and thus a
robust feature representation is critical for nal age estimation performance. The
feature vector x to represent the face instance is derived based on the work [53],
namely, each face instance is nally represented as a so-called supervector.
First, the DCT2 features are extracted from the small patches (in this work we
use 8 8 pixels patches) to form the feature vector z 2 Rd0 , and then based on all
the patches extracted in an overlapping manner, we build a universal background





where  = fw1;1;1;    g, wk, k and k are the weight, mean and covariance
matrix of the kth Gaussian component, respectively, and K is the total number of
Gaussian components.











We obtain a maximum likelihood parameter set for the GMM by using the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) approach as in [97].
For each face instance, we derive the instance-specic GMM by adapting the
mean vectors of the global GMM and retaining the mixture weights and covariance
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matrices. Assuming that the extracted patch set from the face instance is denoted
as fzigHi=1, and then an MAP adaption process is as follows,













^k = kk + (1  k)k; (5.18)
where k = nk=(nk + r) and r is a parameter on priors. The above MAP adap-
tation process is based on conjugate priors for the means, and is useful because it
interpolates, smoothly, between the hyper-parameters k and the maximum likeli-
hood parameters k. If a Gaussian component has a high probabilistic count, nk,
then k approaches 1 and the adapted parameters emphasize the new sucient
statistics; otherwise, the adapted parameters are determined by the global model.
Suppose we have two face instances with the exacted patch set as Za and Zb,
then, from the GMM MAP adaptation process in (5.15-5.18), we can obtain two
adapted GMMs for them, denoted as ga and gb. Consequently, each face instance is
represented by a specic GMM distribution model, and a natural similarity measure









The Kullback-Leibler divergence itself does not satisfy the conditions for a
metric, but there exists an upper bound from the log-sum inequality,
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wkD(N (z; ^ak;k)jjN (z; ^bk;k));
where ^ak denotes the adapted mean of the kth component from face instance
a, and likewise for ^bk. Based on the assumption that the covariance matrices
are unchanged during the MAP adaptation process, the right side of the above








k   ^bk)T 1k (^ak   ^bk): (5.20)
It is easy to prove that d(Za; Zb) is a metric function, and can be considered





















and then d(Za; Zb) = k(Za)  (Zb)k2.
Then we can represent each face instance using x = (Z) given that Z is
the extract patch set. If the patch DCT2 feature is of d^ dimensional, and the
number of components used is K, then the representation length would be of d^K,
which is normally very large. In this work, we perform PCA to reduce this original
dimension into d = 2000 dimension, for the sake of computational tractability.
5.3.3 Feature Renement
The original feature vector (i.e., after PCA) for representing the face instance
does not necessarily provide good discriminating power for distinguishing the age
information, and a supervised dimensionality reduction process may oer better
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discriminating power. We do not plan to put the dimensionality reduction within
the aforementioned robust multi-instance regression formulation, since it shall bring
heavy computation cost due to the much larger size of the projection matrix, de-
noted as P 2 Rdm where m is the nal desired feature dimension, compared with
the parameter vectors a and c.
In this subsection, we follow the work in [53] to adopt a supervised learning
process for enhancing the discriminating power of the feature vector after we have
obtained the values for c. More specically, we rst select the top-k2 (k2 is set as
100 in this work) face instances with the largest pj's for each age. To simplify the
representation, we still denote these selected face instances with high probabilities
as xj's and their age labels as yj's. The criteria for guiding the pursue of the project
matrix is that in the derived low-dimensional feature space, the face instances with
similar age labels should also be similar in feature space. Let the label similarity
matrix W s = [wsjj0 ] dened as
wsjj0 = e
 jjyj yj0 jj2=22 ; (5.22)






jjP Txj   P Txj0jj2wsjj0 : (5.23)
Denote Xs as the feature matrix for the selected face instance, then the optimal
P consists of the eigenvectors corresponding to the top-m largest eigenvalues of
the matrix XsLsXsT , where Ls is the Laplacian matrix of the matrix W s. We
then project all the training, testing, and reference face instances of the regressor
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into this low dimensional space by P to obtain the representing feature vector x
(i.e., used in the previous subsection 5.3.1) for each face instance. We illustrate
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Figure 5.4: A face feature representation diagram.
5.4 Experiments and Discussions
5.4.1 Database Construction
We crawled 391; 176 images (also known as face bags) from Flickr.com and Google
image search engine based on a set of age related queries for each year from 1 to 80,
and detected 586; 595 face instances by using the parallel face detection scheme.
After the pre-screening of the initial face instances, we have totally 77; 021 images
(bags) with 219; 892 face instances left, i.e., about 2=3 of the face instances (false
alarms, misaligned or poor quality faces) are removed. Note that the derived
face dataset is signicantly larger than the state-of-the-art aging dataset, e.g., FG-
NET [52] (1002 face images), and MORPH-1 (1690 face images) and MORPH-2 [98]
(55; 608 face images).
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Figure 5.5 shows several typical samples before the pre-screening step and
Figure 5.7 displays the sample face instances automatically cropped from the face
image dataset before and after pre-screening. Several conclusions can be drawn
from these observations:
1) In most raw images, multiple face instances are cropped due to the multi-
ple detector process, which essentially leads to a multi-instance problem for
learning the universal age estimator.
2) We could observe that for some images, the bag age label is incorrect. In
this case, the original multiple instance learning algorithm is easy to fail.
Therefore a robust multi-instance learning algorithm, which can handle noisy
labels, is necessary for pursuing a universal age estimator.
3) There are also many poor quality faces and false alarm detections output
from the face detectors. Poor quality faces include those non-frontal faces and
occluded faces. Most of these inappropriate detections may be pre-screened
out by the multiple detector strategy. This results in a very clean dataset
containing face instances only.
4) A small portion of the ltered instances are true faces. These true faces are
also removed as they are detected by only one face detector.
5) There exist a signicant number of non-face images related to the age key-
words, e.g., pet, old building, wine, birthday cake, and tomb, which are easily
ltered out by the face detectors.
An illustration of the age statistics for the dataset before and after pre-screening
is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Some sample images from the raw face database with detected face
regions. Each column denotes a type of detection results, including (from left to
right): (a) All the face instances (single or multiple) within the image inherit the
bag age label; (b) Part of the face instances inherit the bag age label and other
detected face instances correspond to other ages (noisy instances); (c) The bag age
label is incorrect (the age labels for the images are 20, 10, 50, 60, 20, 20 from top
to bottom); (d) Poor quality face instances due to rotation, illumination variation,
occlusion or photo fadedness; (e) Images contain false detections; (f) Age-relevant
images which however contain no face instances. Note that dierent colors of the
detection rectangles indicate the results from dierent detectors.
In the meantime, we download about 10k online video clips from Youtube.com
and after detection and matching, we get around 10k age-consistent unlabeled face
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Figure 5.6: Age label statistics of the downloaded images before (left light color
bars) and after (right dark color bars) pre-screening.
pairs. A summary of the downloaded video clips are given in Table 5.1 and samples
of the age-consistent face pairs are illustrated in Figure 5.8.
5.4.2 Algorithmic Evaluations
In this subsection, we systematically evaluate the algorithmic convergence, robust-
ness and age estimation accuracy of our proposed robust multi-instance regressor
learning algorithm.
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Figure 5.7: Sample face instances from the raw aging image database. Note that
the images with masks are removed by the pre-screening step, and some true faces
are also removed as they are detected by only one face detector.
Experiment Setup
Our proposed algorithm is trained on the constructed Internet aging database
(cropped faces after the pre-screening step together with the age-consistent un-
labeled face pairs obtained from the videos). The aforementioned image patch
based features are used to represent each face instance. For all the experiments,
the cropped and pre-screened faces are rst re-scaled to the size of 80  80 pix-
els, then the histogram equalization is performed on the re-scaled faces. Then
the DCT2 features are extracted based on 8  8 image patches and the universal
background model is trained with 512 Gaussian components. The adaptation rate
r is set to be 1:0 in this work. By performing PCA on the derived supervector,
2000 dimension of features are preserved and after the feature renement step, we
further project the feature vector into a 500 dimensional space. Note that the rst
dimensionality reduction is for computational eciency while the second is for im-
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Table 5.1: Exemplar keywords used for downloading online videos from YouTube
and their corresponding numbers of video clips downloaded.
Query Clip# Query Clip#
xfactor 1428 Amazing Race 587
home funniest video 146 American Idol 1327
African idol 89 talk show 453
Singapore idol 131 elder 87
funny baby 76 baby laughing 103
child beauty queens 56 kid commercial 35
amazing child singers 424 ... ...
... ... Total 12582
proving discriminative power. In the evaluations, we mainly focus on whether the
robust multi-instance learning can improve the algorithmic performance. We may
implement many dierent regressors for such an evaluation, and in this work, we
use the Gaussian kernel based kernel regression method for designing the age re-
gressor. The comparison experiments are conducted between our proposed robust
multi-instance regression method with noisy labels (RMIR) and the direct Gaus-
sian kernel regression (GKR) without considering label noises. For both methods,
the number of reference centers (M 0) and the kernel parameter 1 are set to be
empirically optimal. Note again that for our robust multi-instance regression al-
gorithm, we set the parameter ,  and  as xed empirical values throughout all
the experiments and for the evaluations on all testing databases.
The convergency process of the objective function for our proposed robust
multi-instance regression method is visualized in Figure 5.9. The training pro-
cess is performed on the constructed Internet aging database with the additional
age-consistent unlabeled face pairs. As can been seen, normally the optimization
process shall converge after about 20 iterations.
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Figure 5.8: Samples of the cropped face pairs from the downloaded video clips. In
this work, we extract about 10k age-consistent unlabeled face pairs totally.
Within-database Experiments
The within-database experiments cannot directly be conducted on our constructed
Internet aging database, since the precise age labels are not provided. We therefore
perform these evaluations on those state-of-the-art aging datasets: FG-NET [52]
and MORPH-1 [98], where the ground-truth age labels are available. For these
datasets, we randomly partition each of them into the training set and testing set
as: for FG-NET, 600 images are randomly selected as the training set and the rest
402 images are taken as the testing set. For the MORPH-1 dataset, the training and
testing partition is 800 : 890. Since these datasets have only one face instance for
each image, the following scheme is used to simulate the noisy multiple instance
case: in the training set, for each image, we randomly add another instance to
construct a two-instance-bag. Note that the selected instances might not belong to
the same bag label. Then for all the training bags, we randomly add certain level of
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Figure 5.9: The convergence process of our proposed robust multi-instance re-
gression learning algorithm on the constructed Internet aging database with age-
consistent unlabeled face pairs.
label noises, namely, from 0% to 40%. We then perform both our proposed robust
multi-instance regression algorithm (we ignore the last constraint term which need
utilize the label-consistent face pairs) and the GKR on all the instances from the
training bags.
The comparison results in terms of the mean absolute error (MAE) on the




jbyj   gjj=Nt; (5.24)
where byj and gj are the estimation and ground-truth age label respectively, and
Nt is the number of testing samples. As can be seen, our proposed method scales
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well with the increase of age label noise level, however the regressor GKR fails
in the presence of label noises. This is due to the fact that GKR assumes the
labels of all the instances (including the incorrectly labeled bags) are all correct in
the training, therefore, the performance decreases drastically when the noisy labels
become dominant. In contrast, since our method explicitly models the positiveness
of each instance by pj and this term vanishes when the feature of the instance resides
away from the true model, these incorrectly labeled outliers could be removed
successfully.























































Figure 5.10: Comparison of the mean absolute errors (MAEs) (on the testing set)
using dierent methods on the FG-NET (left) and MORPH-1 (right) dataset. The
lower bound means the mean absolute error obtained by training a GKR regressor
with the incorrect face instances excluded. Note that in this experiment, we ignore
the last constraint term for our proposed objective function.
Cross-database Experiments
In this subsection, we evaluate the algorithmic performance under the cross-database
scenarios, namely the age estimator is trained on one database and then tested
on another database. The algorithms are trained on our collected Internet aging
dataset and then the obtained regressors are tested on those benchmark datasets,
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including FG-NET (1002 images), MORPH-1 (1690 images), MORPH-2 (55; 608
images). MORPH-1 and MORPH-2 contains face images from most ethnic groups.
For the purpose of validating the eectiveness of the extra regularization term, we
report the results of the proposed RMIR method with and without the last label-
consistent face pair constraints. The age statistics and the regression accuracies
in terms of the mean absolute error (MAE) on these testing datasets are sum-
marized in Table 5.2, where the baseline results from GKR are also reported for
comparison. As can been seen, the MAEs from our proposed method are satisfying
(8:00, 7:23, and 8:41 for these three datasets respectively) and our proposed robust
multi-instance learning based regressor outperforms the baseline GKR based re-
gressor signicantly. Also, the regressor trained with the extra regularization term
achieves higher accuracy than the one without this term. The poor performance of











Top-10 ranked face instances based on pj Bottom-10 ranked face instances based on pj
Figure 5.11: The top-10 ranked face instances (left) vs. the bottom-10 ranked face
instances (right) for the age labels 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 from the top row
to the bottom, respectively. The rankings of the face instances are based on the
values of pi's derived from our RMIR algorithm. Note that in this experiment, we
ignore the last constraint term for RMIR.
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Figure 5.12: The histograms of the age dierences between age-consistent face pairs
estimated from RMIR without (left) or with (right) the additional age-consistent
pair face based regularizer. Note that the average dierences for both method are
4:93 and 0:78, respectively.
To further validate the generalization capability of the regressor learnt from our
proposed robust multi-instance regressor learning method (RMIR) on the large-
scale Internet aging database, we also evaluate the cross-database age estimation
accuracies between the FG-NET and MORPH-1 datasets, namely, we use the FG-
NET dataset for training and the MORPH-1 dataset for testing, and vice versa.
We can observe from Table 5.2 that for each benchmark testing dataset, the esti-
mation results by our RMIR method trained from the Internet aging database are
more accurate than those obtained by GKR regressors trained from other small
size benchmark databases. These results therefore demonstrate that these small-
size datasets lack the generalization capability, while our Internet aging database
performs much better. More specically, there exist large distribution gaps (i.e.,
dierent racial groups, dierent illuminations and image qualities etc) between
these benchmark aging databases and therefore the regression model trained on
one dataset cannot be applied to another. In contrast, since our Internet aging
database is universal in terms of various racial groups, illumination conditions, and
image qualities and our model is trained in such a robust way that noisy data
and labels are attenuated as much as possible, our trained universal age estimator
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can perform well on all the benchmark datasets. Note that the best result ever
reported using FG-NET as the training set and MORPH-1 as testing set is 8:07
in [50], which is also worse than our reported result (i.e., 7:23) by learning the
universal age estimator from the Internet aging database.
The results shown in Table 5.2 exhibit certain error distributions. For almost
all cases (except when FG-NET dataset is used for training), the mid-age range
presents lower errors but small/large age ranges have larger errors. This is due
to the age distribution of the training data, i.e., for MORPH-1 and MORPH-2
dataset, there are more samples in the mid-age range. For our IAD dataset, more
valid samples (with large pj) are also in the mid-age range after RMIR training.
For FG-NET dataset, more samples are in the small age range, which results in
smaller testing errors in the small age range.
To illustrate the eectiveness of our proposed robust multi-instance learning
method in a visualizable way, we show the top ranked 10 faces (based on the
probability of pj = e
 c2j derived from our RMIR algorithm) and the bottom ranked
10 faces from the training results on the Internet aging database for comparison in
Figure 5.11. We can observe that the majority of the bottom ranked faces are face
instances with incorrect age labels or of poor image qualities and the top ranked
faces are more consistent with the given age labels, which validates eectiveness of
our formulation in removing image outliers.
To further validate the eectiveness of the age-consistent face pair based regu-
larizer, we have collected another face pair dataset (i.e., about 1000 age-consistent
face pairs). The trained RMIR regressors with or without this regularizer are ap-
plied on this validation dataset in terms of the estimated age dierences between
age-consistent face pairs. Figure 5.12 illustrates the error comparison between the
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RMIR regressors with or without the regularizer, from which we could observe
that by using the regularizer, the average estimation dierence between the age-
consistent face pairs is smaller. This result shows that by using this additional
regularizer, we can achieve more robust age estimation.
Table 5.2: Mean absolute errors (MAEs) (year) of our Robust Multi-Instance
Regression algorithm (RMIR) and GKR regressor on the three testing datasets.
To save the space, we denote the Internet aging database, the FG-NET dataset,
MORPH-1 and MORPH-2 datasets as "IAD", "FG", "M1" and "M2", respectively.
Note that "IAD-Train" means we use the Internet aging database as the training
set and similarly "FG-Train" means the FG-NET database is used as the training
set. For the proposed RMIR method, we report the results in terms of both the
formulations without (i.e., "Average1") or with (i.e., "Average2") the extra age-
consistent face pair constraints. We also report the MAEs by RMIR (i.e., with the
last constraint term) and GKR for each age range.
MAE (FG) MAE (M1) MAE (M2)
IAD-Train M1-Train IAD-Train FG-Train IAD-Train
Range RMIR GKR GKR RMIR GKR GKR RMIR GKR
0  9 4:83 21:98 13:95 { { { { {
10  19 4:37 20:69 5:89 11:47 21:98 6:30 10:05 18:14
20  29 9:17 15:69 5:09 5:23 18:03 9:99 6:56 14:18
30  39 17:24 8:96 12:35 4:32 12:21 17:28 5:47 8:23
40  49 24:84 6:40 19:54 13:44 7:28 26:45 10:45 5:76
50  59 34:74 9:54 28:06 22:90 5:70 34:59 17:97 7:21
60  69 44:14 14:69 35:49 37:38 10:67 53:92 27:02 13:09
70  79 { { { { { { 37:62 23:86
> 80 { { { { { { { {
Average1 9:49 18:64 10:37 7:42 16:60 12:46 8:60 10:80
Average2 8:00 { { 7:23 { { 8:41 {
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we aimed to utilize the prosperous Internet media resources for
automatically constructing a universal human age estimator. The main contri-
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butions of this work are as follows. First, a large size (391k) human aging im-
age database was crawled via a set of popular age related queries. Then, af-
ter parallel detection and noise removal, an universal aging database with about
220k face instances was obtained. Finally, a robust multiple instance regres-
sor learning method was developed for handling both noisy images and labels,
which led to a robust and universal age estimator, applicable to all ethnic groups
and various image qualities. An additional age-consistent face pair (unlabeled)
dataset was collected from 10k online video clips, which serves as extra con-
straints for the training of the robust multiple instance regressor and has shown
to achieve more robust results. We have developed a prototype automatic ad-
vertising system based on the proposed universal age estimator. This demo sys-




Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation we rst addressed high-order image local spatial context mod-
eling problem and then presented a novel work on web context based robust and
universal age estimation, which are summarized as follows.
1) We presented a Contextualized Histogram framework which is capable of 3rd-
order image/video local spatial (spatial-temporal) context modeling.
2) We proposed a Spatialized Random Forest framework for high-order image
local spatial context modeling.
3) We presented a learning pipeline which can utilize web context for training a
robust and universal age estimator.
The validity and the performances of these proposed algorithms were demon-
strated by experimental results on various visual learning tasks including face recog-
nition, activity analysis, scene and object classication and human age estimation.
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In this nal chapter, we conclude this dissertation with a review of our main re-
search contributions, and propose new directions for future research.
6.1 Spatial Context Modeling in Visual Learning
1) In this dissertation, we rst proved that there exists a trivial informative
solution for the stationary distribution of the Markov chain model with the
transition matrix as the normalized spatial histogram-bin co-occurrence ma-
trix. Motivated by this new insight, we then developed the homogeneity-
aware Markov stationary features to x the inherent drawback of the MSF
and further proposed the general contextualizing histogram process (CH) for
encoding the 3rd-order spatial and spatial-temporal contextual information
for discriminative capability boosting. Experiments on face recognition and
human activity classication well demonstrated the validity of the proposed
framework.
2) To address the limitation of CH (i.e., it can be only used eciently for ternary
order spatial context modeling), we further proposed a novel method for
modeling high-order image local spatial contexts, called Spatialized Random
Forest (SRF). The SRF method provides several advantages: 1) it is exible
to deal with any order of image local spatial contexts; 2) it can scale well
with classication tasks of dierent database sizes; and 3) it can achieve high
discriminating power owing to the supervised nature. Extensive experimental
evaluations on human face recognition and object/scene classication tasks
well validated the advantages of the SRF method.
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6.2 Web Context Mining for Age Estimation
In this dissertation, we have successfully utilized the rich web context for building a
robust and universal age estimator. A large size (391k) and universal human aging
image database was crawled automatically from the Internet. Then a pipeline
structure for image processing and a robust multiple instance regressor learning
method were developed for handling both noisy images and labels, which led to a
robust and universal age estimator, applicable to all gender, age and ethnic groups
as well as various image qualities. Comparative results on several benchmark face
aging databases well demonstrate the robustness and higher accuracy over the
traditional methods trained on small size databases.
6.3 Future Work
This dissertation opens up some interesting directions for further investigation. We
describe some of them in the following sections.
6.3.1 Spatial Context Modeling in Visual Learning
In current work, the proposed SRF framework is only applied to dense regular-grid
based image features, namely, image features are sampled uniformly on pre-dened
regular image grids. However, in some applications, such as scene classication,
object recognition, activity analysis, sparse features, e.g., detected corners, salient
points, SIFT points convey more discriminative information since they are less
aected by the background. In our future work, we therefore plan to extend the
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SRF method to handle the scenarios with sparse detected features and use them
for activity classication and general object detection. In this sense, new image
neighborhood structure denitions and new schemes for local feature neighbors'
selection should be developed to cope with this new application scenario.
6.3.2 Web Context Mining for Age Estimation
There are three interesting directions for future study on web context based age
estimation, which are given as follows.
1) As the current estimation accuracy still has potential to be improved, we plan
to investigate new facial feature representations and new regression models
to further boost the estimation accuracy.
2) As the online resources are ever-increasing, it would be reasonable to de-
velop incremental learning algorithm for learning multi-instance regressor
with noisy labels, which is practically valuable for two reasons. First, the
online learning scheme can well adapt to the distribution diusion of the real
world by always incorporating new training resources. Second, as it could
be computationally dicult to perform the training process on an extremely
large database (a web-scale database from the Internet), an online training
scheme is appropriate to deal with this problem.
3) Non-frontal face based age estimation problem was rarely studied mainly due
to the diculties in collecting reliable non-frontal face database with precise
age ground-truths. However, in real world, it is more practical to use non-
frontal face for age estimation since frontal face is generally harder to obtain.
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Fortunately, the online-sharing videos provide us an extremely good resource
for obtain the non-frontal face samples and the (frontal face:non-frontal face)
relationship could serve as implicit label information. Therefore, we plan to
investigate how to learn a non-frontal face based age estimator without any
labeled non-frontal faces based on web context, e.g., online sharing videos.
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